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The riot-hit areas of North-
east Delhi, which had wit-

nessed the dance of death in the
last four days, seemed to be
returning to normalcy on
Thursday with heavy deploy-
ment of the Delhi Police and
Central Armed Police Forces
(CAPFs) on roads. Although
no violence was reported on
Wednesday and Thursday,
there was palpable sense of fear
in the areas. 

The security forces con-
ducted flag march in the areas
that saw communal violence
over the CAA. 

Meanwhile, two more male
bodies were found in a drain in
Johri Enclave on Thursday. A
few case arsons in Maujpur,
Bhajanpura and other areas
were reported in the wee hours
of Thursday. Some vehicles
shops were set on fire. 

Meanwhile, the Delhi
Police booked Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) councillor Tahir
Hussain for alleged involve-
ment in communal riots and
the murder of an IB official,
Ankit Sharma. Reaction quick-
ely, the AAP on Thursday
evening suspended its Nehru
Vihar councillor from prima-
ry membership of party till
completion of probe. 

Hussain has been slapped
with other charges under var-

ious sections of the IPC, a
senior police official said. Police
also took possession of all the
incendiary materials found
from his house and sealed the
house. His other premises,
including the office and shop,
were also sealed, they said.

Police have received the
autopsy to the slain Intelligence
Bureau staffer whose body was
fished out from Chand Bagh
drain flowing near the house of
Hussain. Ankit was repeatedly
stabbed over hours and there
was not even a single part of his
body that was left without stab
injuries, said sources, adding
that his intestines were ripped
apart and he had suffered
unimaginable brutality.  

Earlier, in Yamuna Vihar,
three to four people were seen
burning vehicles on Thursday
around 4 am. A few kilometres
away, a charred board of a pri-
vate school in Brijpuri read
“Welcome to a very happy
school.” The 52-year-old Arun
Modern Senior Secondary
School looks no less than a
cemetery, said an official, look-
ing around at the damage
which he estimated to be over
�70 lakh.

Most shops were closed
with their shutters bearing
marks of the violence that it
had witnessed over the last few
days and people chose to stay
indoors. Some of the residents

in Chand Bagh and Jaffrabad
were seen on Thursday clean-
ing the roads which were lit-
tered with stones and sticks. 

On Thursday, the Delhi
Police transferred the riots
probe to the Crime Branch and
formed two Special
Investigation Teams (SITs).
“The situation in the North-
east is normal right now and no
untoward incident has been
reported today. Sufficient force
has been deployed at every area
and senior officers are moni-
toring the situation. The num-
bers of distress call have been
reduced. We have received call
on the two help lines which we
released yesterday,” said
Mandeep Singh Randhawa,
the Additional Commissioner
of Police, Crime.

“A total of 48 First
Information Reports (FIRs)
have been registered for arson,
looting and the deaths. Police
have evidence and registering
FIRs. Police conducted around
350 meetings with Aman
Committee in Delhi specifically
in North-east district,” said
Randhawa. “The investigation
of the cases is going on and
police have received evidence.
Police teams are also conduct-
ing raids in different areas to
nab the miscreants involved in
arson and rioting,” Randhwa
f u r t h e r
said. 
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Ensuring faster treatment to
riot-affected people amid

violence in Delhi, Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal on
Thursday announced that
medical treatment to injured
will be free in private hospitals
under Delhi Government’s
“Farishte scheme”. The Delhi
Government also shared toll
free emergency number 077 for
those in duress.

Kejriwal said a compensa-
tion of �10 lakh will be pro-

vided for the families of those
killed in the communal riots in
Delh. The families who lost any
minor member would get �5
lakh as ex-gratia, while those
seriously injured will get �2
lakh, he 
said.
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After fire and smoke, gun
shots and shouts for help in

the riot-hit North-east Delhi
gave way to an eerie silence, an
all-out political war erupted
over the violence on Thursday.
While the Congress charged
Home Minister Amit Shah of
with “abdication of duty”,
Union Minister Prakash
Javadekar accused top
Congress leaders of making
inflammatory speeches to pro-
voke communal violence.

The NCP alleging that

“Gujarat model” has been repli-
cated in Delhi, and called for
Shah’s resignation. 

Left parties wrote to Delhi
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
assuring him of their help in
efforts to bring peace and com-
munal harmony and blamed

the Centre for its ineffective
Delhi Police. 

Sonia-led a delegation of
Congress leaders to President
Ram Nath Kovind, called for
the resignation of Amit Shah
and reminded the Centre of its
“raj dharma”. 
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Shiromani Akali Dal MP
Naresh Gujral said on

Thursday that the Delhi Police’s
“inaction” towards protecting
the lives and properties of
minorities in the national
Capital is “reminiscent” of the
1984 anti-Sikh riots.

The lawmaker, whose party
is a BJP ally, said no one 
wants a repeat of what hap-
pened in 1984. Speaking to PTI
after shooting off a letter to
Delhi Police chief Amulya
Patnaik, Gujral, the son of for-
mer Prime Minister IK Gujral,
said that 
minorities in certain parts of
Delhi are “frightened”. 
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The Government’s decision
to shift Delhi High Court

judge Justice S Muralidhar,
hours after he slammed the
police for not registering a
case against three BJP leaders
for their alleged hate speeches,
has triggered a major row. 

While the Congress said
the “midnight” notification
was “shameful”, the Centre
accused the Opposition party
of politicising a “routine” shift
on the February 12 recom-

mendation of the Supreme
Court collegium.

The Opposition has
flagged “timing” of the decision
as its main concern and also
reminded the Centre that it sat
on Supreme Court’s collegium
recommendation for months
when it did not suit its interests. 

The Union Law Ministry
on Wednesday issued three
separate notifications for the
transfer of Justice Muralidhar
and two other judges — Justice

Ranjit Vasantrao More of the
Bombay High Court and
Justice Ravi Vijay Kumar
Malimath of the Karnataka
High Court. Justice Muralidhar
was transferred to the Punjab
& Haryana High Court.

The notifications said
President Ram Nath Kovind
approved the transfers after
consulting the Chief Justice of
India. 

The Supreme Court
Collegium, in a meeting on
February 12, had recommend-
ed transfer of Justice
Muralidhar to Punjab and
Haryana High Court.

Law Minister Ravi Shankar
Prasad said Justice Muralidhar
was transferred on the recom-
mendation of the Supreme
Court Collegium and accused
the Opposition party of politi-
cising a routine 
transfer. 
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The Central  Board of
Secondar y Education

(CBSE) has postponed Class
X and XII examinations
scheduled for February 28
and 29 in the violence-hit
North-east Delhi and parts of
East Delhi, officials said. 

The exam postponement
announcement by the CBSE
came for the third time this
week due to communal vio-
lence in North-east Delhi
over the amended 
citizenship law which has
claimed 38 lives.

“In view of a request
received from the Delhi
Government and to avoid
inconvenience to students,
staff and parents, the exams
scheduled for February 28
and 29 in North-east  
Delhi and other affected areas
stand cancelled. The next
date for the affected students
will be notified shortly,” CBSE
Secretary Anurag Tripathi
said.

“All exams in all centres
across Delhi will be conduct-
ed as per original schedule
from March 2 onwards,” he
said.

The board 
announced that it will con-

duct fresh exams for students
who have not been able to
appear for the papers in other
parts of the national capital
due to the violence. 

It has also sought details
of the students who failed to
appear for exams due to the
prevailing situation in the
city.

“We have asked school
principals to send the details
to regional offices concerned
of the CBSE of all such stu-
dents of class 10, 12 who have
missed out on the exams so
far in Delhi, due to these dif-
ficult conditions. To reduce
the stress on students, the
board will conduct fresh
exams for them. 

The next date of exam for
the affected students will be
notified shortly,” he said.

“The board has main-
tained regular contact with
the principals of all schools,
especially in the affected
areas,  and it  has 
been brought to the notice
that some students residing in
t h e
af fected areas have not 
been able to appear in exams
outside the affected areas due
to the situation prevailing in
the city,”  Tripathi  
added.
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The death toll in the North-
east Delhi communal riots

reached 38 on Thursday with
over 250 severely injured
receiving treatment, said senior
officials.

“Over 215 riot victims have
been brought to our hospital
and treated since February 24.
However, at present only 51
patients are admitted. The con-
dition of almost all patients,
except one, is stable,” said Sunil
Kumar, GTB Hospital  Medical
Superintendent.

People injured over anti-
CAA violence are being treat-
ed in three hospitals — GTB,
LNJP, and Jag Pravesh Chand
hospital. According to hospi-
tal authorities, 34 deaths have

been reported from GTB, and
three from LNJP, and one
from Jag Pravesh Chand hos-

pital. 
GTB Hospital authorities

said most of the people were

brought with very serious
injuries. “At least 25 patients
were brought dead and nine
succumbed to injuries. Many
of them were critically injured
with their skulls smashed and
beaten “brutally” by kind of an
iron rod,” a senior doctor of
GTB hospital said.

Family members were seen
running from pillar to post,
enquiring about their loved
ones from hospital authorities.
Some of them claimed that nei-
ther police nor the hospital
authorities are telling them
exactly when the post-mortem
will be conducted.

Kehkasha Begum, a resi-
dent of Maujpur, said her hus-
band got injured when he was
coming back to home after
work. 
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Madhya Pradesh Excise
Minister Brijendra

Singh Rathore here on
Thursday clarified that there
would not be exclusive liquor
shops for women in the State.

While talking to media
persons here, Rathore said,
“These are liquor shops
meant for sale of branded for-

eign liquor in cities and I am
not aware about anything like
the concept of all-women
liquor outlets.”

Notably, some media
reports quoting Commercial
Tax Dept senior officials had
suggested that in order to
boost revenues and facilitate
women in buying high end
wine and whiskey, outlets
exclusive for women were

being opened in the state on
the lines of metro cities like
New Delhi and Mumbai.

“It was seen for long that
there were people in the state
who prefer branded foreign
liquor which is not available
on normal liquor outlets and
they have to source it  
from either foreign countries,
airports and others which
causes revenue loss to the

state so we decided to open
two branded liquor shops
each at Bhopal and Indore
and one each at Gwalior and
Jabalpur to tap revenues,”
Rathore said underlining the
fact that there is nothing like
all-women exclusive shops.

“I have absolutely no idea
about this.” When asked
specifically that if he isn’t
aware about all-women shops,

whether it means there is no
such plan, the minister replied
in affirmative.

The minister however
added that the makers of
branded l iquors 
would be asked to set up
their own outlets and sell
their products.

He also slammed opposi-
tion for engaging in false
propaganda on excise policy

and urged them to offer state-
ments only after reading the
policy properly.

Had they read the policy
with attention, they would
know that  there is  no 
provision of sub shops for
liquor outlets and also the
online process is meant for
tracking i l legal  sa le  of  
liquor and tapping revenue
loss, he said.
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Principal Secretary of Health
department, Pallavi Jain

Govil, inquired about the well
being of operated urology and
ENT patients here at Sewa
Sadan Eye Hospital on
Thursday.

She met the foreign sur-
geons also and appreciated
their selfless services. On the
occasion, Dr Temmy Neblok
Beiran, Dr Pratibha and
Narendra Khare, Dr Deepak
Jain and other resident sur-
geons were also present. She
was told that the surgeons
operate the patients without tir-
ing right from morning 8 to 9
PM every day.

She was told that as many
as 171 successful surgeries have
so far been performed in this
camp. Pallavi Jain Govil later
visited the ward where she
inquired the well-being of
operated patients. Patients

appreciated the quality ser-
vices and surgery of the foreign
surgeons. They also lauded the
selfless services of volunteers
and paramedical staff. Patients
told the PS they have even yet
not experienced such sincere
care of their own family mem-
bers which they are getting here
in the hospital.

One patient said that the
Sewa Sadan Hospital is like a
heaven. Parotid surgery patient
Naresh Ratnani of Datia told
the PS that the surgery quality
of American surgeons is excel-
lent. Managing Trustee LC
Janiyani told the principle sec-
retary that all volunteers are the

staunch disciples of Paramhans
Sant Hirdaram Sahib. They
have been taught that none
other than service of poor is
precious.

Pallavi Jain Govil said that
she often convey the message
to the Government Employees
that they are the public servants
and fortunately, they have got
the opportunity to serve the
poor and the down trodden.
They should not miss this
opportunity because there is
nothing important than the
happiness earned from the
selfless service. On the occa-
sion, social activist Kanhaiyalal
Wadhwani was also present.
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A50-year-old man died after
he fell from the dome of a

temple at Devpur village under
Gunga police station area on
Wednesday.

The deceased, identified as
Bhagwan Singh, climbed the
dome to put Kalash and lost
balance in the process and fell.
He was rushed to a hospital
where he was declared dead.
Bhagwan Singh was a resident
of Devpur and was involved in
agriculture work.

After the preliminary
investigation, the body was
sent for the post mortem and
a case under section 174 of the
CrPC was registered.

Later, the locals rushed
him to a hospital in a critical
situation where he was

declared dead. The incident
took place at around 2 in the
afternoon.

Meanwhile, a 50-year-old
man committed suicide by
hanging from the ceiling at
Ratibad area on Wednesday.
Police said that the deceased,
Sunil Sahu, was found hanging
and was rushed to a nearby
hospital where he was declared
brought dead.

No suicide note was found
till the time of filing this
report. The family members
too failed to provide any rea-
son behind the suicide.

The deceased used to run
an electronics shop in Neelbad.
After the preliminary investi-
gation, the body was sent for
the post mortem and a case
under section 174 of the CrPC
was registered.
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Kolar police have booked
two persons for gangraping

a 15-year-old girl at Dhuakhedi
village on February 16. The
victim is the niece of the
accused. One of the accused has
been nabbed while the other is
still absconding.

Police said that the assault
surfaced after the victim report-
ed illness and when she was
taken to a hospital, she revealed
sexual assault by the two
accused. Then, her mother took
her to Kolar police and lodged
the complaint.

In her complaint, the victim
stated that on February 16, her
paternal aunt, her husband and
mother’s cousin came to her

house. Late in the night ,when
the victim was alone, the two
accused sexually assaulted her
threatening her of life. Afraid of
the accused, the victim kept
mum but later when she got ill
and taken to a hospital, she
revealed everything. 

Further, police registered a
case under section 376 and 506
of the IPC and sections of
POCSO Act and nabbed mater-
nal uncle while her mother’s
cousin managed to escape and
is still absconding.

Police have raided several
places to arrest the accused but
in vain. 

The details of the two and
their crime record would be
investigated in the further inves-
tigation.
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Ashoka Garden police
nabbed six persons

involved in smuggling san-
dalwood near JK road and
recovered around 58 kg of
Sandalwood worth �1 lakh
from their possession on
Thursday. 

Police have started to
investigate accomplices and
aides involved in the nexus.

The police acted swiftly
after receiving information
of miscreants  carr ying
Sandalwood and 
traced the persons near JK
road and when they were
checked, sandalwood was
recovered from their posses-
sion.

The nabbed smugglers
were identified as Raja Khan
of Sehore, Anees Khan and
Masoom of Bilkharia and
Raees Khan and Pehalwaan of
Gandhi Nagar and Golu of
Berasia.

Later,  the accused
revealed that the sandalwood
was stolen from Bajaria,
Ratibad and other parts of the
State Capital.

Arrested smugglers have
revealed that Irfan and Irfan
Khan of Gandhi Nagar facil-
itate the selling of sandalwood
while Naushad and 
Anees of Sehore and Yusuf
and Shakir of Shajapur buy
the stolen 
sandalwood.

Based on the details of the
nabbed smugglers, police
started tracking the accused
involved in disposing of the
stolen sandalwood. Police
teams would also be sent to
Sehore and Shajapur to nab
the accused involved 
in the nexus.

The crime record of the
six would be investigated as in
the preliminary investigation,
their nexus with the sandal-
wood smugglers  have 
been revealed.
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Madhya Pradesh moun-
taineer Megha Parmar

would move to conquer
Australia's Continent highest
peak ‘Mount Kosiasco (2,228
mtrs)’. Representing the adven-
ture tourism of Madhya
Pradesh, Megha parmar, along
with Shobhit Sharma, will
climb this 2,228 metre high
peak.

On this occasion, provid-
ing his best wishes to Megha,
Managing Director, Madhya
Pradesh Tourism Board, Faiz
Ahmed Kidwai said the daugh-
ters of Madhya Pradesh will
give a message about the
adventure tourism potential of
the State and the country at the
world level for the adventure
today. Due to which the
tourism of the State will get
expanded.

Notably, Megha Parmar
has successfully conquered
Asia's highest peak ‘Mount
Everest’, Europe's highest peak

‘Mount Elbrus’ and Africa's
highest peak ‘Mount
Kilimanjaro’.

Megha will be the first
female mountaineer from
Madhya Pradesh to climb
Mount Kosciuszko. Along with
Megha, Shobhit Nath Sharma
also mount ‘Mount Kosciuszko’.

To encourage Megha's bold
endeavour, the Madhya
Pradesh Tourism Board is
being supported by the appre-
ciation so that the morale of the
daughters of the State can be
boosted and they can be
encouraged to participate in
adventure tourism activities.
Madhya Pradesh Tourism
Board believes that the pro-
motion of this adventurous
activity will also encourage the
adventure activities of Madhya
Pradesh, the youth of Madhya
Pradesh will be able to become
aware of adventure activities
and the women of the State will
also be inspired to become
empowered for adventure
activities.
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Lieutenant General CP
Mohanty, General Officer

C om m a n d i n g - In - C h i e f ,
Southern Command, visited
Sudarshan Chakra Corps in
Bhopal and subordinate for-
mations at Saugar, Jhansi and
Gwalior from February 26 to
27, 2020. 

The Army Commander
began his visit by paying
homage to the gallant soldiers
of the Strike Corps who made
the supreme sacrifice for the
nation by laying a wreath in a
solemn ceremony at the
Sudarshan Chakra War
Memorial.

The Southern Army
Commander thereafter took
stock of the operational readi-
ness of the formations and

was briefed on
various opera-
tional and
administrative
matters by
L i e u t e n a n t
G e n e r a l
Yogendra Dimri,
General Officer
Commanding,
S u d a r s h a n
Chakra Corps.
The Army
C o m m a n d e r
was apprised of
various issues of
synergy and
jointness besides
application of
newly inducted Force
Multipliers  in a network
enabled environment that were
validated during the recently
conducted Exercise Sindhu

Sudarshan, which witnessed
more than 40,000 troops and
450 Armoured vehicles exe-
cuting large scale manoeuvres
in the open Deserts of

Rajasthan.
The Army Commander

appreciated high level of oper-
ational preparedness and appli-
cation of newly inducted
weapon systems like K9 Vajra
and indigenously designed
Advanced Light Helicopter
Rudra in future battlefield
milieu.

During the visit the
General emphasised on oper-
ational preparedness with real-
istic training to achieve a high
level of military professional-
ism in the command theatre.
Army Commander highlight-
ed the constantly changing
dynamics modern warfare and
emphasised that our forces
should be prepared at all deal
with all contemporary securi-
ty challenges arising in the
recent times.
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As an endeavour to spread
awareness about

Malayalam language among
the students of Hema Higher
Secondary School, Hema
Society organised a symposium
to discuss ways for the pro-
motion of the language in the
school.

The seminar was an initia-
tive to bring together members
of prominent Malayalee
Associations in Bhopal and
initiate a discussion on how the
language and culture can be
introduced in the syllabus of
the school. The theme of the
seminar was to garner support
from all the Malayalees of
Bhopal and ask for active par-
ticipation, to inspire the young
minds and encourage them to
take Malayalam language as a
subject in school or for higher
studies.

Speaking on the occasion,
Philip Panicker, President,
shared, “It was a pleasure to
hear the participants. We
request for an active participa-
tion from all the Malayalee res-
idents of Bhopal and support us
in the promotion of Malayalam
language and culture among
the new generation, who are
growing up in Bhopal.”

A Shashi Kumar, Secretary,
added, “It was a fruitful dis-
cussion on the ways and means
to promote Malayalam lan-
guage and participants sug-
gested various things that can
be done for successful imple-
mentation of the language in
our school.”

The participants spoke
enthusiastically on children
should be made aware of the
foundation of the language
and the Malayalee culture, so
that they can relate with it while
growing up in Bhopal. The
symposium also saw an
exchange of views and sugges-
tions made, on how Malayalam
classes can be conducted in the
school, how Hema School can
bring a difference by intro-
ducing various topics and in
the process inculcate love for
Kerala and its traditions among
the youngsters.

The idea to introduce the
language and its prominence
was suggested by certain mem-
bers during one of the AGMs
(Annual General Meeting) of
the society. Hence, it was decid-
ed to organise a seminar where
members and guests can share
ideas on how responsiveness
towards Malayalam language,
culture and tradition can be
generated.
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Chief Minister Kamal Nath
has reiterated the State

Government's commitment
to transforming Madhya
Pradesh into India 's
Horticulture Capital. 

He said that the horticul-
ture sector is a gateway to the
prosperity of farmers. This is
the future of the agricultural
sector. He said that the credit
potential estimated by the
NABARD for the horticulture
sector should be increased
from 6 percent to at least 15
percent.

He said that a large patch
of unutilised revenue land in
Madhya Pradesh can be utilised
for expansion of horticulture
activities. 

He was releasing the State
Focus Paper - 2020-21 at the
State Credit Seminar 2020-21
organised by NABARD at
Mantralaya here on Thursday.

The NABARD has esti-
mated credit potential for
Madhya Pradesh at 1,98,786
crore. This is 13 percent more
than that of last year's 1,74,970
Crore.

The Chief Minister stressed
the need to approach the agri-

culture sector with a fresh
vision and thinking. The entire
scenario is changing. Earlier,
millets were out of focus. 

Today they have gained
prominence. The millets were

meant for consumption by the
poor population. Now high
nutritive value makes them
popular.

The Chief Minister said
that NABARD has years of

experience and intellectual
capacity. Its use will be fruitful
for the future. The Chief
Minister said that NABARD
will have to prepare plans for
2024-25. 

He said that today's sce-
nario would change after five
years. The goals set today can
be achieved easily, but the
challenge of achieving new
targets must be accepted in
future.

The Chief Minister said
that NABARD has made an
unprecedented contribution in
Madhya Pradesh with an
important role in building agri-
cultural infrastructure. The
k n o w l e d g e
that NABARD has acquired
will have to be harnessed in
expanding its vision in the
future. He said that the plans
made for Madhya Pradesh can
also be useful for the country.

The Chief Minister said
that the biggest challenge is
unemployment among the
youth as they move from vil-
lages to cities. 
They have to be connected to
emerging technologies and
technical skills. He said that the
agriculture needs modernisa-
tion.
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The experiences of life were
brilliantly showcased. A

Hindi play 'Tasveerien' was
performed at Ravindra Bhavan
auditorium here on Thursday.
The play marked the fourth day
of five day theatre fest. 

The play was directed by
Ansh Payan Sinha and was
performed by Nat Bundele
Theatre Group. The play was
based on the poems by poet
Manas Bharadwaj and play-
wright Anshpayan Sinha.

Interestingly, this play has
no story, but creates one on
the stage. The only captivating
point of this play was the poet-
ries and the lyrical perfor-
mance. The play Tasveerien is
just the replica of the poetries
by these writers.

It is a compilation of
rhythmical 24 poems togeth-
er making a story on stage.
Each poem has a story and
when they were weaved
together on stage they create
another exotic story worth-

while watching.
The new production

Tasveeriesn is a good watch
for the Bhopal theatre buffs.
The lyrics, the dialogues and
their delivery by the artists is
another captivating point that
makes the play even more
interesting.

Together around 15 to 20
artists come on the stage cre-

ating an ambiance of artistry
and broad imagery before the
audience.

The artists were able to
enthral the audience. The per-
formance was brilliant and it
was much applauded by the
audience. 

Besides, poetry recital by
Dhruv Shukla was also held
on the occasion.
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The 3-day Techno Cultural
Fest 'Vihan 2020' at

Radharaman Group of
Institutions ended with a lot of
fervour here on Thursday. 

A fashion show, competi-
tion for Mr and Miss Eve, DJ
Night and Poets Meet were
held on the last day of this
action packed fest.

The students participated
in the fashion shop, walked the
ramp as professional models
with confidence dressed in tra-
ditional, western, ethnic and
horror themes. Through this
show, participants showed a
glimpse of the world of fashion. 

On the basis of the imagi-
nation, they prepared and dis-
played their costume. The
show, which took place in var-
ious rounds, was judged by Dr.
Sameer Sood, Project Director
of the renowned fashion
designing institute NIFT.

In the first round, all the
themes were displayed and in
the second round, the selected

participants of the first round
presented their dresses. Finally,
the winners of each theme
were announced.

The traditional theme was
Miss Ethnic Bhavana Pathak
and Mr Ethnic Sahil. In the
Western theme, Uzma and
Gaurav became Mr and Miss
Western. Next theme was
Fusion theme in which Mr
Unicorn was Shubham
Kashyap and Miss Unicorn
was Janhvi.

Later, the title if Mr and
Miss RGI was won by
Ehtesham-Ul-Haq and Gargi
respectively.  Nikki Panthi and
Danish were awarded the titles
of Mr and Miss Eve. 

At the end of the pro-
gramme, all the students
danced on the DJ tunes. They
had a lot of fun at DJ Night. All
the juniors bid good bye to
their seniors as this was their
last Techni Cultiral fest in the
college. 

Chairman of Radharaman
Group RR Saxena presented
prizes to all the winners.
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Aplay Ho Sakta Hain Do
Admi Do

Kursiyan, was
staged on
Thursday at
R a v i n d r a
Bhavan. 

W r i t t e n
and directed by
Vinay Sharma,
the play was
performed by
the artists of
P a d a t i k
T h e a t r e ,
Calcutta. 

The play is
an exploration
of stillness and
silence, word
and image,
inscapes and
i n s t r e s s e s .
Zooming in on
fragments from
individual lives,
the play uses an
ironic juxtapo-
sition of
humour with
the tragic, as
two actor-pro-
tagonists tell a
number of
a p p a r e n t l y
unconnected
stories linked
by the emo-
tions born of
love, loss and
absence. 

Their two
chairs become
a mercurial,
ever changing
metaphor as
the play inter-
sects urban
relationships
and makes the
implicit state-
ment that we
are given life to
e x p e r i e n c e
compassion not
to inflict vio-
lence or to suc-
cumb to an
inner decay.

In this play,
each scene is
open to ques-
tions and inter-
pretations. the
chairs in this
play could be
anything, these
men could be
anyone, these
events could all
have happened
on the same
day or be
spread over a

nation's history.
Though each scene is com-

plete and stands by itself, there

is also a meaning or two
implied in the order in which
the scenes are arranged.
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Sony MAX is all set to feature
the World Television

Premiere of the month –
Marjaavaan. The action drama
featuring Siddharth Malhotra,
Riteish Deshmukh and Tara
Sutaria will be showcased on
February 29, 2020 at 8 pm.

The film revolves around
the love story of a local goon,
Raghu (Siddharth Malhotra)
and Zoya (Tara Sutaria), a
mute music teacher whose
world is turned upside down
due to the villainous acts of
Vishnu (Riteish Deshmukh),
the son of an infamous gang
leader The film takes a series of
heart wrenching twists that
results in the death of Zoya.

Raghu avenges her death
while Vishnu continues to
destroy everything Raghu lives
for. Speaking about his role as
Raghu, Siddharth Malhotra
says, “Milap, Me and my team
first decided to change the

physical aspect of Raghu -
trying longer hair, a bandana,
the matches, tougher, bigger
and broader look including the
tattoos of every religion in
India. I found it cool and real-
ly enjoyed it. I’ve never done
something like this before.”

Speaking about her role as
a mute Kashmiri Music
teacher, Tara Sutaria says, “I
spent a couple of months
before we started filming to
learn the sign language as I
wanted it to be 100 percent
right. I believe if you’re doing
something unique like this, you
need to do justice to the role.
I am really grateful to Milap Sir
and to everyone that I could
learn this 
language.”
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The two-day Mega Job Fair
was held in Rabindranath

Tagore University. It began at
university here from Thursday. 

It is to be noted that around
30 prestigious companies par-
ticipated in the mega job fair.
Besides, a large number of stu-
dents participated in the mega
job fair at Rabindranath Tagore
University. 

Companies like Colabra,
ArvanRcm Global Pvt. Ltd.
Exi Am Consulting, CareSoft,
Gayatri Insecticide India Pvt.
Ltd., Capital Via, Navbharat
Fertilizers Ltd. And more
than 30 national and multi-
national companies including
Reliance participated in the

mega job fair. 
University Placement

Officer Abhishek Shroti said
that the trend of students
continued in the two-day job
fair. More than 1,200 stu-
dents of the school registered
at the Mega Job Fair.

The companies selected
job aspitants according to
their educational qualifica-
tions and skills. 230 students
were selected for various posi-
t ions in leading 
companies related to IT,
Agriculture, Management,
Commerce. 

The university's Registrar
Vijay Singh and Dean
Engineering Sanjeev Gupta
congratulated the selected
students and wished a bright
future for them.
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With an aim to improve
security in the State

Capital and to help in providing
over a dozen citizen services for
citizens of State Capital on a sin-
gle click, bhopalpolice.com web-
site has been launched. This was
said by DIG Irshad Wali at the
inauguration of the website
bhopalpolice.com on Thursday.

DIG Wali said that keeping
in view the time and conve-
nience of common people, more
than a dozen facilities have
been provided on a single page,
in which citizen could avail 14
types of works (Bhopal Police
Citizen Service) without visiting
police station.

The facilities available
include character verification,
employee verification, tenant
verification, domestic help, FIR
information, arrested person
information, passport informa-
tion, stolen and lost vehicle
information, missing Goods

information, guest senior citizen
care, vacant house informa-
tion, missing mobile phone
information as well as press
notes, notifications, Bhopal Eye
App.

Senior Citizen Care who
live alone can inform police
through the website for safety,
so that they can be looked after
from time to time and provide
police assistance in case of any
problem.

Notice of vacant house
could be given if resident is
going out for a long. Special
monitoring of those places and
houses will be done by the
police by making a patrolling
plan for such identified places.

Through the website, infor-
mation of a person staying in
hotel, lodge can also be provid-
ed which will help the police
and the hotel operator greatly.
For complaints, suggestions and
information related to the said
website citizens can contact at
mobile number 7049106300.
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Four times of the number of
trees cut in the smart city

Bhopal, will be planted in the
smart city area. Geotagging of
each plant will be done so that
their growth can be moni-
tored continuously. Along
with planting 10,000 saplings
along the Smart Road near
the Smart City area, they will
be protected till they become
trees.

Saplings of species like
Mango and Neem will be
planted. This was informed by
the Minister  for Urban
Development and Housing
Jaivardhan Singh, during the
review of works pertaining to
the Bhopal Smart City.

Singh said that the green
area in the smart city should
not be reduced at any cost. He
went through the complete
master plan of the smart city
and one by one discussed the
scheduled works of the mas-
ter plan.

The Urban Development
and Housing Minister said
that such planning should be
done that no one's business is
affected in the construction of
45 feet road in front of Rang
Mahal. The leased shops will
be given space in the Haat
Bazaar. There will be no dam-
age to the religious places sit-
uated in the Smart City area.
The Director SPA N
Shridharan gave suggestions
on other points including
landscaping.

Chairman RERA Antony
DeSa, Principal Secretary
Urban Development and
Housing Sanjay Dubey,
Commissioner Urban
Administration and
Development P Narhari,
Collector Tarun Pithode,
M u n i c i p a l
Corporation Commissioner
Vijay Dutta and CEO of
Smart City Deepak Singh also
gave important suggestions in
t h e
meeting.
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The 24th National
Convention of Rock Art

Society of India was inaugu-
rated by the Principal Secretary
Culture Pankaj Raag. The con-
vention is dedicated to VS
Vakankar, the founder of genre
of rock painting studies. As
many as 25 subjects will be dis-
cussed in 6 academic sessions
during the convention under
way at the State Museum till
February 29. On this occasion,
the 29th issue of the Society's
magazine 'Purakala' was
released.

Pankaj Raag in the inau-
gural session said that rock
paintings are invaluable her-
itage of the country, that pre-
sent an important evidence of
the first phase of cultural devel-
opment of human beings. The
search for rock paintings,
which began in the year 1867-
68 in India, still continues.

The work of analysis, docu-
mentation, preservation and
development of these sites is
going on continuously in the
state.

In the inaugural session,
the Former Director General of
Archeological Survey of India
Rakesh Tiwari in his lecture
presented the development
sequence of rock painting study
in India. He also informed in
detail about the contribution of
Vakankar. Archeologist KK
Mohammad, SB Ota, Prof.
Giriraj Kumar, Prof RC
Agrawal along with heritage
conservators and other subject
experts were present on the
occasion.

In this three-Day event,
deliberations will take place on
conservation of rock paintings
sites, conservation policy of
Archeological Survey of India
and other related subjects. The
convention will conclude at
4.30 pm on February 29.
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Safety and convenience of
passengers is the prime pri-

ority of railways and necessary
steps for proper operation of
trains have been taken, said
General Manager West Central
Railways Shailendra Singh
while interacting with media
persons on Thursday.  

He said that trains on
Mumbai Delhi- via Kota rail-
way track were running at 130
km/hr and now preparations
are on for running trains at
130 km/hr on all tracks. 

Work is underway on
Itarsi Allahabad route to
increase the speed of the
trains.

After the foot over bridge
incident at Bhopal railway sta-
tion all foot over bridges at
railway stations under Bhopal,
Jabalpur and Kota divisions
have been surveyed. In the
survey issues with 25 foot

over bridges have been found.
Speaking over the work

Singh said that for Jabalpur-
Indore new railway track has
been started and for the work
from survey of land to differ-
ent processes is done.

The work for Indore
–Budni track is under process
and for the work token budget
is provided. Talking on income
he said that in comparison
with zones income of West
Central railway is better. For
increasing the income railways
is providing vacant land on
rent.

Sharing other details Singh
said that board has to decide
regarding making the Jabalpur
Pune train daily.

Electrif ication work
between Itarsi- Jabalpur Katni-
Satna and till Manikpur has
been completed. The remain-
ing electrif ication work
between Katni- Satna has been
fasten and would be complet-
ed by March this year. 
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Putting to end the specula-
tions about his leaving the

Congress, the cricketer-turned-
politician Navjot Singh Sidhu
on Thursday surfaced after
seven months of political hiber-
nation to project himself as the
party’s savior in Punjab with a
bunch of suggestions already
discussed with the top leader-
ship.

Amidst reports that Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), buoyant
after its successive third victo-
ry in the national capital, is
warming up with the Congress’
disgruntled leader, Sidhu
shared his picture along with
Congress national chief Sonia
Gandhi and All India Congress
Committee (AICC) general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi via
e-mail saying that he discussed
roadmap for Punjab and pre-
vailing political situation in
the State with the high com-
mand.

Staying away from the pub-
lic glare after resigning from
the State Cabinet in July 2019,
Sidhu remained in the nation-
al capital on Thursday also.
Making it clear that he has
direct access with the high
command, Sidhu said that he
met Priyanka on February 25
(Tuesday) “for 40 minutes”,
and Sonia Gandhi on February
26 (Wednesday) “for more
than an hour”.

“I got a patient hearing and
apprised them of the prevailing
situation in Punjab along with
the roadmap to the resurrec-
tion and revival of the state
back to its pristine glory. I have
persisted with conviction about
this roadmap for the past many
years in the Cabinet and pub-
lic domain diligently,” said

Sidhu in his statement, break-
ing his silence after months of
self-imposed political exile.

Even as it was not clear
what actually transpired during
the meeting, it is believed that
Sidhu has been called by
Priyanka amidst the rumours
that AAP, SAD Taksalis, and
other fronts are wooing the for-
mer cricketer offering the Chief
Ministerial face.

It has been learnt that
Sidhu had also discussed his
role in the next state assembly
elections, scheduled for 2022,
and he would soon make a
comeback in active politics.

Known to share close prox-
imity with Rahul Gandhi and
Priyanka Gandhi, Sidhu went
into deep political hiberna-
tion after he formally resigned

from Punjab Cabinet on July
15, 2019. His decision was in
protest against the “punish-
ment” of changing his portfo-
lio when the Chief Minister
Capt Amarinder Singh blamed
the former cricketer for party’s
not-so-good performance in
the urban pockets during 2019
Lok Sabha elections.

Despite being Congress’
star campaigner, Sidhu even
stayed away from campaigning
in the recently-concluded Delhi
assembly polls.

After resigning, Sidhu was
seen for the first time in pub-
lic on November 9 when he was
among the first all-party dele-
gation of 500 pilgrims from
India that reached Pakistan’s
Kartarpur to pay obeisance at
the shrine of Guru Nanak Dev,

the founder of Sikhism, after
the opening of the historic
corridor between the two
countries.

At that time, Sidhu had
made a mark for himself with
the Sikh population and is
being seen as a face that can
stabilize the party’s wobbly
ship in the rough political
waters.

Only this month, Sidhu
made a public appearance in a
cultural event attended by his
political rival and SAD MLA
Bikram Singh Majithia, seen
exchanging pleasantries with
Akali veteran and SAD Taksali
leader Ranjit Singh Brahmpura,
and chatting with the Congress
MP from Amritsar Gurjit
Singh Aujla.

Sidhu has also been absent-

ing himself from the session of
Punjab Vidhan Sabha besides
skipping public and party
meetings ever since he
resigned.

As Sidhu has been main-
taining distance with the party
and also limiting his public
appearances since then, a sec-
tion of party leaders wanted
him to be back in the political
mainstream, at least for the
party. Reports were that the
party high command wanted
“sidelined” Sidhu to give his
“due place”. In fact, reports were
that he would be appointed
Deputy Chief Minister —
something Capt Amarinder
would stoutly oppose.

Notably, owing to his cold
war with Capt Amarinder in
the run-up to 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, Sidhu campaigned
for the party in Punjab only on
the last two days, that too
when he addressed hundreds of
rallies and public meetings
across the nation.

At the same time, the state
Congress leaders welcomed
the development. “It is a great
thing that Sidhu has met the
party chief. He met amidst
rumours regarding Sidhu join-
ing another party…but after
this meeting, he has made it
clear that Sidhu has committed
his life to the Congress party
and would stay with it,” said
Congress MLA Raj Kumar
Verka.

At the same time, Verka
maintained that Sidhu has no
differences with the Congress
party or the Chief Minister. “It
is on the Chief Minister to
decide about who should be
given what responsibility,” he
added.

Agreeing that Chief
Minister is the one to decide

about his Cabinet, another
MLA Amarinder Singh Raja
Warring said that Cabinet
reshuffle is Capt Amarinder’s
decision, or that of Punjab
Congress president Sunil
Jakhar or party chief Sonia
Gandhi ji.

“Cabinet reshuffle is
required and it should be done
on the basis of performance,”
he said, adding, “I don’t believe
that there would be any dis-
agreement or opposition with-
in the party if Sidhu is given
any big position…Congress is
a disciplined party”.

Showering praises on
Sidhu, Warring said: “He is
liked by people across the
country, in Punjab. He has a big
stature…Insaan rutbe naal
wadda nahi hunda, imaan
wadda hona chahida (A man is
not big because of his status,
integrity has to be impeccable),
and he fits perfectly in 
that.”

Commending the devel-
opment, Warring said: “I thank
Sidhu for meeting the party
leadership and sharing the
Punjab road map. There is a
requirement to improve our
working. The government has
done many works but a lot
needs to be done. People have
lot of expectations from 
us.”

“If this roadmap is regard-
ing the people’s expectations, it
is really a good thing. I feel that
it would benefit us in the times
to come. We may also come to
power again if we solve the
people’s issues, resolve peo-
ple’s problem, meet people’s
expectations and demands,”
said Warring adding that gov-
ernment should fulfill its all
pre-poll promises it made with
the people.
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Punjab Vidhan Sabha on
Thursday could not round

up the stray cattle issue once
again. Debating for three
hours on the “sensitive” issue
which had been discussed in
the House several times before
too, the lawmakers failed to
arrive upon any decision or
find a solution to the ever-
growing menace that is claim-
ing hundreds of human lives
every year.

Notwithstanding several
legislators come up with
workable suggestions to tack-
le the menace at least to some
extent, but the issue remained
inconclusive — just like the
previous times.

The discussion was held
after the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) MLA Aman Arora,
along with two other party
MLAs, moved a non-official

resolution suggesting sending
the stray American breeds to
slaughterhouses while sending
desi cows to cow shelters as a
measure to tackle the stray
cattle menace after categoriz-
ing them on the basis of their
DNA test.

Arora’s suggestion has
attracted sharp criticism from
not only the Congress, SAD,
and the BJP MLAs, but also
from the ‘rebel’ AAP MLAs.
So much so, that SAD MLA
NK Sharma had accused
Arora of “hurting the senti-
ments of Hindu community”.

AAP’s rebel MLA Kanwar
Sandhu, condemning the sug-
gestion, noticed its similarity
with that of the controversial
Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA). “They want to dis-
criminate between the ani-
mals. Just like the CAA by the
Centre, we are doing it with
the animals ,”  said 
Sandhu.

Even as all the legislators
expressed their concern over
the stray cattle menace,
majority of them disagree
with the three AAP MLAs —
Aman Arora, Kultar Singh
Sandhwan and Prof Baljinder
Kaur — for suggesting that
the State Government should
take care of indigenous breed
of cows and send the stray
catt le  of  American and
Holstein Friesians breeds to
slaughterhouses to protect
life, property and crops,
underling that they would
not support or favour killing
cows.

Arora, moving the reso-
lution, claimed that there are
2.5 lakh stray cattle and they
are responsible for the maxi-
mum number of fatal road
accidents in the State, besides
damage to standing crops
worth Rs 200 crore.

“Every year, 150 people
lose their lives because of

road accidents involving stray
cattle,” said Arora emphasiz-
ing that we need to differen-
tiate between the two and
send the European breed to
slaughter houses.

He also suggested to
remove superstition among
the people by making them
aware, form a public opinion
by taking along the religious
leaders, and form block and
district level committees to
tackle the menace from the
ground level.

Taking on the govern-
ment for not utilizing cow
cess being collected on nine
items, Arora said that even
cow boards did nothing till
date. At the same time, Arora
made it clear that he was not
in favour of slaughtering any
animal, but also sought a
practical solution to the prob-
lem.

Citing sur veys,  Prof
Baljinder Kaur said that there

was 38 percent increase in
road accidents due to stray
cattle while there was 39 per-
cent increase in deaths on
roads due to the menace. She
also highlighted the despite
High Court ruling, the gov-
ernment has failed to come up
with a policy to compensate
victims of accidents due to
stray cattle.

Congress MLA
Amarinder Singh Raja
Warring, saying that killing
the cattle is no resolution,
suggested formulation of law
to impose a penalty or ensure
punishment against  
those abandoning their cattle,
besides maintaining a register
of the number of cows and
their owners.

Terming AAP’s resolu-
tion against “religion and
society”,  SAD MLA Dr
Sukhwinder Kumar said:
“Sending stray animals to
slaughterhouses is not a solu-

tion.”
BJP legislator Arun

Narang said that he could
never think of killing any
animal and proposed that
more funds should be pro-
vided to cow sheds in order
take care of stray cattle.

With few minutes left
before adjournment of day’s
proceedings, Cabinet Minister
Charanjit Singh Channi asked
Arora to amend the non-offi-
cial resolution by removing
the suggestion of sending
s t r a y
cattle of the foreign breed to
slaughterhouses.

Arora said that if the State
Government could give a
time-bound and viable solu-
tion to deal with the problem
of stray cattle menace, there
was no need to send stray cat-
tle to slaughter houses.

However, just like the
previous occasions, the issue
remained indecisive.
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The government has facili-
tated free Wi-Fi facility at

the Dehradun airpot. The
Union minister of
Communications and
Electronics, Ravi Shankar
Prasad said this after his arrival
in Dehradun in the presence of
Union minister Thawar Chand
Gehlot, Uttarakhand Minister

of State Dhan Singh Rawat and
officials of the Bharat Sanchar
Nigam Limited (BSNL). 

At Dehradun Airport, the
largest airport of the state,
people can now avail of BSNL's
Wi-Fi service free of cost. After
getting this facility, the
Dehradun airport has also
become one of the airports in
the nation where where people
can avail of free Wi-Fi 
facility. 

Prasad launched the Wi-Fi
and Fiber To The Home
(FTTH) service operated by
BSNL at Dehradun airport.

On this occasion, the Union
Minister appreciated the beau-
ty of the state. He said that the
Dehradun airport director had
informed him that 23 flights are

operating from this airport
daily. 

The free Wi-Fi facility
comes at a time when the State
government is about to com-

plete three years in office and
will greately benefit the pas-
sengers travelling to and from
this airport, he said.

According to BSNL offi-
cials, the BSNL Bharat Fiber is
a FTTH broadband service, in
which users are being provid-
ed high speed broadband ser-
vice and Wi-Fi service, in
which users will get internet
facility at speeds of up to 100
mbps.
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With the impact of
Coronavirus, the regular

Chinese products seen in the
market may go missing this
Holi. However, products Made
in India are ready to add to the
colours during the festival in
Ranchi.

Normally traders start
ordering Chinese colours and
pichkaris sometime in the
month of August and receive
the supply about two months
prior to the festival. With just
about a fortnight left for Holi,
there is a shortage of these
products.

The Indian products avail-
able in the market include
colours- both natural or organ-
ic and synthetic, water guns,
sprinklers, balloons and wigs.

Mohit Garodia, a shop
owner in Upper Bazaar, is very
happy with the markets being
full of Indian items for Holi.
“Every year about 80 per cent
of the items are imported from

China.
But this year not even five

per cent of Chinese products
are seen in the market. The
market is flooded with products
Made in India, which is great
and it is fun to sell indigenous
products. From colourful wigs,
masks, hats, designer pichkaris,
water tanks are all Indian.”

“There is absolutely no dif-
ference in the quality and price.
So far, the customers also seem
to be very happy with the prod-
ucts. People would generally opt
for Chinese goods but this
time due to the lack of it, they
are discovering locally made
goods,” added Garodia.

“Chinese products are quite
attractive and children usually
insist that their parents buy
them the goods. But the Indian
make is equally good and
colourful. 

The lack of Chinese items
will give a boon to the Indian
economy and also introduce the
customers to products Made in
India. 
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The Congress on Thursday
alleged that the transfer of

Delhi High Court Judge S
Muralidhar was aimed at sav-
ing some BJP leaders in the
Delhi violence case and
exposed the Modi
Government's "intimidation
and vendetta politics" against
the judiciary.

Congress said it seems
those doing justice in country
will now not be spared and the
party alleged the government
was "waging a battle of revenge"
against the judiciary. Calling
the transfer a classic case of
"hit-and-run injustice" by the
BJP Government, Congress
chief spokesman Randeep
Surjewala said the saffron
party's "politics of revenge"
has been exposed. He accused
the BJP of attacking the impar-
tiality of the judiciary.

Taking a dig at the gov-
ernment over Muralidhar's
"sudden" transfer, former
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
also tweeted, "Remembering
the brave Judge Loya, who
wasn't transferred." Special CBI
judge BH Loya, who was hear-
ing the high-profile

Sohrabuddin Sheikh fake
encounter case, died in alleged-
ly mysterious circumstances
on December 1, 2014.

Congress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra hit out at the
government over the transfer,
saying the Centre's attempts to
"muzzle" justice and "break
people's faith in an upright
judiciary are deplorable". 

"The midnight transfer of
Justice Muralidhar isn't shock-
ing given the current dispen-
sation, but it is certainly sad
and shameful," Priyanka
Gandhi tweeted.

"Millions of Indians have
faith in a resilient and upright

judiciary, the government's
attempts to muzzle justice &
break their faith are
deplorable," the Congress gen-
eral secretary said.

The notification of Justice

Muralidhar's transfer to the
Punjab and Haryana High
Court came late Wednesday
evening, on a day when a
bench headed by him
expressed "anguish" over Delhi

Police's failure to register FIRs
against alleged hate speeches by
BJP leaders Parvesh Verma,
Kapil Mishra and Anurag
Thakur.

Responding to Union Law

Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
accusations the opposition
party was politicising a routine
transfer, Surjewala hit back at
Prasad, describing him as the
"most lawless minister" this

country has ever seen.
"Mr Prasad at the instance

of Prime Minister Modi is
hell-bent on destroying the
independent institution of judi-
ciary. 
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Congress chief Sonia Gandhi
on Thursday urged

President Ram Nath Kovind to
call for Home Minister Amit
Shah’s resignation over his fail-
ure on Delhi communal vio-
lence and remind the Centre of
its "raj dharma". Sonia led a
delegation of party leaders
including former Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh
and submitted a memoran-
dum to Kovind. 

"We call upon you and the
constitutional office you hold,
that the life, liberty and prop-
erty of the citizens is pre-
served, secured and protected.
You should immediately call for
the removal of the home min-
ister given the gross ineptitude,
abdication of duty and his
inability to contain the situa-
tion. We owe this to the citizens
who have lost their loved ones,
their homes and their liveli-
hood and most of all their long
cherished amity and brother-
hood. We hope you will take
decisive action on this matter,"

Sonia told the reporters outside
Rashtrapati Bhavan after meet-
ing the president. 

Reading out parts of the
memorandum that the party
submitted to the president, Sonia
said both the Delhi Government
and the Centre remained "mute
spectators" instead of trying to
take remedial measures to con-
trol the situation. 

The delegation included
Leader of Opposition in Rajya
Sabha Ghulam Nabi Azad,
Ahmed Patel, P Chidambaram,
KC Venugopal, Mallikarjuna
Kharge, Priyanka Gandhi
Vadra, Anand Sharma, AK
Antony, Kumari Selja and
Randeep Surjewala.  

Questioning Shah's role,
Sonia Gandhi asked where he
was as the violence spread
across northeast Delhi. "What
was he preoccupied with since
last Sunday that he was unable,
apparently, to give his attention
to these grave events? For that
matter, the Delhi chief minis-
ter, and the newly elected Delhi
government were also com-
pletely missing from the scene,"

she asked.
Manmohan Singh, in his

remarks to the media, said the
Congress leaders conveyed to
the president that what had
happened in the last four days
in the national capital was a
matter of deep concern and
national shame. 

Sonia also said it was a
"shameful indictment" of the
Central government, the Home
ministry and the Home minis-
ter himself, that the Delhi High
Court had to step in (on
Wednesday). It had to remind
the Home ministry and the
police of their principal duty to
act against instigators, the riot-
ers and those engaging in the
acts of targeted violence, she
said. 
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The CPI(M) on Thursday
urged Delhi Chief

Minister Arvind Kejriwal to
take action against AAP coun-
cilor Tahir Hussain for his
involvement in the riots in the
national Capital. 

In a letter to the CM,
CPI(M) leaders Brinda Karat
and KM Tewari also asked
Kejriwal to call an all-party
meeting in Delhi to bring com-
munal harmony in the capital.  

"We write to assure you of
our Party's cooperation in
efforts to bring peace and
communal harmony to Delhi.
We request you to urgently
convene an all-party meeting
in Delhi to decide how we can
unitedly ensure communal

harmony and peace in the
Capital," said the CPI(M)
leaders.

"In this context, video
images in the public domain
of an AAP councilor standing
on the roof of his house while
petrol bombs and stones are
being thrown by people on the
roof in his presence, are
extremely disturbing.
Immediate action must be
taken against him by the
police. Sanjay Singh, MP  has
made a welcome statement
that no one involved in vio-
lence should be spared regard-
less of political colour or reli-
gion. It would also send a
strong message to the people
of Delhi if you as the head of
AAP also took action against
him at the organisational level.
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The BJP on Thursday
accused the Congress and

the AAP  of   “politicising” the
riots in the national Capital
and linked  Congress president
Sonia Gandhi’s  ‘aar yaa paar’
(fight to finish) comment in
December last as the starting
point of deliberate provocation
for violence in the city. 

Addressing a Press con-
ference at the party office,
senior BJP leader and Union
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said the Congress's demand
for Union Home Minister
Amit Shah's resignation was
"petty politics" as several steps
have  already been taken to
restore law and order in the
Capital on the express instruc-

tions of Home Minister. He
asserted that peace was
restored in two days due to
Shah's effective handling.

He accused Congress of
instigating passions for vio-
lence  and quoted Sonia and
Priyanka Gandhi's comments
on  anti-CAA protests and also
refereed to senior Congress
leaders' visits to Shaheen Baag,
the venue of 'dharna'  against
CAA for  over 70-days.

The senior BJP leader also
saw a pattern in Congress
leaders'  "unwillingness"  to
condemn  controversial
speeches of the likes of
AIMIM leader Waris Pathan.   

He said other political
parties were silent on the
attack on the policemen and
on the death of Intelligence

Bureau staffer Ankit Sharma.
"In such a situation, the duty
of all political parties should be
to consolidate peace," he said. 

Taking on the AAP, which
governs Delhi, Javadekar said
that its MLAs should have
worked for peace, but Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal
identified riot victims by reli-
gion in the Assembly.

He alleged that attempts to
instigate violence had been
made for the last two months
since Sonia Gandhi gave the call
for 'fight to the finish' at a rally. 

Javadekar said the BJP
was working to restore peace
and condemned the Congress,
the AAP for doing politics
over the violence that claimed
34 lives in northeast Delhi and
left over 200 injured. 
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In the backdrop of vio-
lence in Delhi which has,

so far claimed 38 lives,  RSS
general secretary Suresh
'Bhaiyyaji' Joshi  on Thursday
sought the Government to
ensure  peace is in  Delhi.
Talking to reporters in
Nagpur, Joshi also said that
nobody has the right to take
law into their hands and
that necessary action should
be taken to restore law and
order in the national capital.
“The government should
instill peace in areas where
there is 'ashanti' (unrest)," the
RSS functionary said. 
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Taking exception to com-
ments by a US Commission

expressing grave concern over
violence in Delhi and asking
India to protect Muslims, New
Delhi on Thursday termed
such statements as "irresponsi-
ble" and said the remarks by the
commission are "factually inac-
curate, misleading and an
attempt to politicise the issue."
The external affairs ministry
also hit out the Organisation of
Islamic Organisation which
also expressed concern over

Delhi violence.
The Indian reaction to the

comments by the US
Commission on International
Religious Freedom(USCIRF)
came a day after it expressed
"grave concern" over the vio-
lence in Delhi and asked the
Indian government to pro-
vide protection to people irre-
spective of their faith.

US presidential candidate
Bernie Sanders and a number
of other leading American
lawmakers have also expressed
concern over the clashes in
several parts of Delhi in which

at least 32 people have been
killed.

"We have seen comments
made by USCIRF, sections of
the media and a few individu-
als regarding recent incidents of
violence in Delhi. These are fac-
tually inaccurate and mislead-
ing, and appear to be aimed at
politicising the issue," external
affairs ministry spokesperson
Raveesh Kumar said here.

Though the ministry did
not clarify the individuals
being referred to, it is being
seen as a reference to US law-
makers critical of India on the

issue of the Delhi violence. 
Kumar said law enforce-

ment agencies are working on
the ground to prevent violence
and ensure restoration of con-
fidence and normalcy.  "Senior
representatives of the govern-
ment have been involved in
that process.  The prime min-
ister has publicly appealed for
peace and brotherhood. We
would urge that irresponsible
comments are not made at this
sensitive time," said Kumar.

The US Commission on
Wednesday said in
Washington "the ongoing vio-

lence we are witnessing in
Delhi and the reported attacks
against Muslims, their homes
and shops, and their houses of
worship are greatly disturbing."

"One of the essential duties
of any responsible govern-
ment is to provide protection
and physical security for its cit-
izens, regardless of faith," the
USCIRF chair Tony Perkins
said in a statement.  

The Commission
Commissioner Anurima
Bhargava said the "brutal and
unchecked violence" across
Delhi cannot continue.
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Accusing the Congress of
politicising a "routine

transfer", the BJP on Thursday
rubbished speculations on the
transfer of High Court judge S
Muralidhar  saying  it was done
on the recommendations of
the Supreme Court.

Stating this at a press con-
ference here , Union
Information and Broadcasting
Minister Prakash Javadekar
said  the transfer orders were
firmed up in February with the
consent of the Judge.

Union Law Minister Ravi
Shankar Prasad also rejected
the allegation saying  Justice
Muralidhar was transferred

on the recommendation of
the Supreme Court collegium
and accused the Congress of
politicising a routine transfer.

He added that a "well-set-
tled process" was followed in
the transfer of Justice
Muralidhar to the Punjab and
Haryana High Court.

"By politicising a routine
transfer, Congress has yet again
displayed its scant regard for
the judiciary," Prasad said in a
series of tweets. His reaction
came after the Congress
alleged that Justice Muralidhar
was transferred by the
Government to save BJP lead-
ers in the Delhi violence case.

"Transfer of Justice
Muralidhar was done pur-

suant to the recommendation
dated February 12 of the
Supreme Court collegium
headed by Chief Justice of
India," the minister said.

He said a judge's consent
is taken before transferring
him or her. Continuing his
attack on the opposition party,
Prasad said the people of India
have rejected the Congress
and "hence it is hell bent on
destroying the very institutions
India cherishes by constantly
attacking them".

Referring to a tweet by
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
on the death of Judge Loya, the
Union minister said the Loya
judgement has been well-set-
tled by the Supreme Court.
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As demand for environ-
ment-friendly battery-

operated vehicles is all set to
rise in the near future in India
as a measure to cut down car-
bon footprints, the NDA
Government has prepared draft
rules for battery waste man-
agement that will make it
mandatory for manufacturers
and dealers to collect used
batteries against the new ones
they sell.

The proposed draft rules
the 'Battery Waste Management
Rules 2020' brings under its
ambit all kind of batteries such
as . The notification was issued
by the Union Environment
Ministry recently which has
uploaded it on its website,
seeking objection and sugges-
tions from the stakeholders.

The Batteries
(Management and Handling)
Rules, 2001, had mentioned
only lead-acid batteries.

The draft rules put the
responsibility of collection of
batteries and their safe trans-
port to the recyclers on the
manufacturers and dealers.

They will need to ensure that
used batteries are sent only to
the registered recyclers and
that environment is not
harmed during their trans-
portation, as per the notifica-
tion.

Under the new rules, bat-
tery dealers will have to issue
purchase invoices (when they
collect used batteries). Earlier,
dealers were obliged to register
with the state pollution control
boards, but there was no men-
tion of issuing purchase invoice
for old batteries.

According to various
reports, an estimated 2.7 billion

pieces of dry cell batteries are
consumed annually in India,
but there is no collection mech-
anism to ensure that these bat-
teries are safely transported to
recyclers. Unsafe disposal of
batteries can cause harmful
metals like mercury and cad-
mium to leak out and enter the
soil and water.

Discarded batteries, mean-
while, can be a valuable
resource to recover highly use-
ful metals in an environmen-
tally-friendly manner.

However, these regulations
will not be applicable on bat-
teries used in equipment con-

nected with the protection of
the essential security interests
such as arms, ammunitions
and war material, and intend-
ed specifically for military
purposes; equipment designed
to be sent into space (space
exploration), emergency and
alarm systems, emergency
lighting and medical equip-
ment.

As per Kenneth Research,
the Indian electric vehicle
infrastructure market is expect-
ed to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CARG) of
over 40 per cent during a fore-
cast period 2019-2025.
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The CPI(M) on Thursday
said Justice S Muralidhar's

transfer from the Delhi High
Court was a "selective
response" to his court orders in
which he rapped the city police
for "trying to shield" BJP lead-
ers who made "hate speeches".  

The CPI(M) Polit Bureau in
statement demanded the gov-
ernment to keep the transfer
order, notified late Wednesday
night, in abeyance to reinforce
the confidence of the people in
the judicial system. 

Justice Muralidhar was
transferred to the Punjab and
Haryana High Court, on a day
a bench headed by him
expressed "anguish" over the
Delhi Police's "failure" to regis-
ter FIRs against the alleged hate
speeches made by BJP leaders
Parvesh Verma, Kapil Mishra
and Anurag Thakur. The CPI
(M) said in a statement that the
transfer was recommended by
the Supreme Court collegium,
but it has been protested against
by the Dei High Court Bar
Association for well-argued
judicial-administrative consid-
erations.
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The CBI on Thursday
brought back a three-year-

old girl from Dubai who was
taken there by her father in vio-
lation of orders of Delhi High
Court that is hearing a custody
battle between the baby's par-
ents. 

The girl's father, Aman
Lohia, had taken Baby Raina to
Dubai amid a custody battle
with his wife Kiran Kaur Lohia
in the High Court that had
asked him to deposit his pass-
port with authorities to prevent
him from leaving the country.

In a case against a High
Court order, the Supreme
Court had directed the CBI to
visit Dubai to bring back the
girl to India.

A team of CBI officials had
recently gone to Dubai where
it coordinated with local
authorities to ensure the safe
return of the girl and her
father, officials said.

After the agency team
arrived on Thursday morning,
the CBI informed the apex
court about the compliance of

its orders, officials said adding
the girl will be produced before
the SC on Friday. The child is
presently at her mother's home
under the agency's care.

The dramatic develop-
ments of Thursday were a cul-
mination of a six-month long
trail of a defiant father who in
a desperate move escaped to
Dubai with his daughter claim-
ing he was a "victim of gender
bias" of courts and that it was
the "love for his daughter"
which directed his actions.

Aman Lohia, son of a
noted businessman, was fight-
ing a custody battle for his
daughter Raina in the HC
after separating from his wife,
a Delhi-based dermatologist. 

The high court had grant-
ed Raina's custody to the
mother with a parenting plan,
according to which, Aman
Lohia could meet his daughter
for some hours on three days
of a week. The court also
asked him to deposit his pass-
port, which he complied, the
officials said.

On August 24 last year,
when the girl had come to

meet Aman Lohia as per the
parenting plan, he took her
along with family confidant
Pawan Kumar and maid
Shiuratia Debi to Dubai using
a circuitous route via Nepal
and other gulf countries.

Considering "internation-
al ramifications", the Delhi
High Court had handed over
the probe to the CBI which had
registered a case.

The Interpol had issued a
'Yellow Notice' for the girl on
a CBI request. Yellow Notices
are issued by the Interpol on
the request of member coun-
tries to locate missing persons.
The CBI had also filed a charge
sheet on December 19 last
year before a special court
against Aman Lohia, his moth-
er Meena Lohia, alleged
accomplice Pawan Kumar and
maid Shiuratia Debi Mahto,
officials further said. 

The agency has invoked
Indian Penal Code provisions
pertaining to criminal con-
spiracy, kidnapping from India
and kidnapping from lawful
guardianship among others
against the businessman.
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When the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) was voted to
power in 2014 and then even
more resoundingly in 2019,
one of the pillars that the

party sought to stand on was its claim that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi will represent
a strong Government and that it will protect
the country from any divisive internal or exter-
nal force. It is this assurance that forms the
backdrop of the now-infamous belief that the
Prime Minister’s “56-inch chest” will provide
India with a protective shield. Events that
unfolded in Delhi over the past week, where
clashes broke out between communities that
led to the killing of 35 people (at the time of
writing), have thrown cold water over the
Prime Minister’s hollow claims of leading a
strong Government.

In fact, there will be few instances in the
history of independent India where a citizen
has felt more unsafe than he/she does right
now. Delhi is in the midst of its worst riots
since 1984. And as relevant authorities exam-
ine who exactly is to be blamed for the vio-
lence that has been unleashed, there are some
issues that are indisputable and require some
tough answers. 

The first is, how did such a riot take place,
that, too, in the capital city? Delhi is not just
the capital of this country but is also home
to India’s most well-funded and trained
police force. Let this sink in. Theoretically
speaking, this means that the Delhi police,
which functions under the Central
Government that is controlled by the BJP and
more specifically comes under the direct
supervision of Union Home Minister Amit
Shah, is India’s best equipped police force. This
means that in terms of numbers and assis-
tance, compared to other forces across the
country, the law and order situation in Delhi
could not have been better protected. Well,
hypothetically speaking, at least. 

In addition to this, Delhi is also the cen-
tre for all intelligence agencies in the coun-
try. It is home to several intelligence bodies,
whose job includes to be alert about all pos-
sible acts of violence or riots that may erupt
in the country. But the intelligence bodies and
the police force have failed to prevent violence
in not more than a 10-km radius from
Parliament. How does this make those resid-
ing in other parts of the country feel? If the
Government could not stop acts of mass vio-
lence in places where its base is the strongest,
how exactly does it plan to protect the rest of
the country?

Let’s once assume that this is not true. But
the element of bias cannot be denied because
as per reports, the Delhi police was sent at least
six alerts on Sunday (February 23), asking for
deployment to be stepped up after BJP leader
Kapil Mishra called for a gathering in support
of the Citizenship Act at Delhi’s Maujpur. Why
then was the police so helpless in preventing
violence? This is a greater cause for concern
because if the Delhi police is better equipped
to tackle violence than any other police force

in the country, why did it fail to
deliver?

These are not the only ques-
tions over the conduct of the
Delhi police. Why are videos of
police personnel destroying
CCTV cameras doing the
rounds? The only way to get
answers and to ensure that such
riots do not happen again is to dig
deep and find out as to what
exactly happened. But how will
the destruction of CCTV cam-
eras help answer that question? 

What I am concerned about
and what should concern all of
us is the establishment of truth
and the delivery of justice to all
those people who have been
affected by this senseless violence.
This can be done only by taking
appropriate action against those
involved in the violence.
Perpetrators include leaders of
political parties of every hue and
any official, who allowed such
violence to go unabated for three
days. 

The more serious concern is
that slowly but steadily, we have
reached this shameful place.
There are a few reasons for this.
One is the lack of resistance by
the bureaucracy. I have some
sympathy for the bureaucrats
here though. Governments of the
past have often shown — and the
BJP Government has mastered
— how adept they are in the art
of abuse, twist and wrangle. This
is in contrast to Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel’s vision of the
civil services being the “steel
frame” of good governance.

Bureaucrats are now routine-

ly being threatened with transfer
orders, raids by income tax
authorities or the Enforcement
Directorate or any other agency
which is at the Centre’s disposal
with a degree of reckless aban-
don. I don’t think we would have
to go more than a few weeks
behind to find an instance of such
abuse. It has permeated all insti-
tutions, including the Election
Commission of India. 

More recently came the
brazen example of Justice S
Muralidhar of the Delhi High
Court, who received a presiden-
tial order transferring him to the
Punjab and Haryana High Court.
This order came a day later after
he pulled up the Solicitor General
and the Delhi police for inaction
during the riots in north-east
Delhi. Coming down heavily on
the Delhi police, he pulled it up
for its failure to register FIRs
against alleged hate-speeches by
three BJP leaders, Anurag
Thakur, Kapil Mishra and other
usual suspects from the BJP. 

While pressure by a
Government on the bureaucra-
cy and the judiciary is not an
invention of the BJP — there are
obvious examples of the
Emergency, 1984 and 2002 —
rarely has there been as concert-
ed an effort by a Government to
undermine all institutions, all at
once. Circumstances are not
helped by members of these
institutions either. So often, we
see bureaucrats being asked to
jump and respond back with,
“How high?” In the judiciary, too,
we have recently seen a sitting

Supreme Court judge lavish
heavy praise on the Prime
Minister even as serious allega-
tions of abuse of State power were
being examined by the very
same court. 

Such acts and comments by
individuals in positions of author-
ity — whether in the bureaucra-
cy or in the judiciary or any other
institution — have chilling effects
on the citizens. It erodes their
faith in the institutions and the
Constitution. This poses a greater
risk to India’s democratic health
in the long term than individual
acts of abuse of power by the BJP
that I have highlighted in this arti-
cle. 

So what do we do? If the
State machinery is failing us and
institutions are displaying a lack
of backbone, the answer and bur-
den (unfortunately or fortunate-
ly) fall on everyday people.
Unfortunate because this is a
great burden that the civil soci-
ety must now discharge when its
institutions appear to be found
wanting. Fortunate because there
is rarely a time in history when
any Government or institution
can suppress the will of the peo-
ple. The only thing we must make
sure is that we fight, not with vio-
lence, but with vigour, voice and
vote to uphold the rule of the law
and the Constitution. Victory
then will be undeniable for every-
one who wants to live in a uni-
fied, peaceful and prosperous
democracy.

(The writer is a former IPS
officer, a former MP and current-
ly a member of the AAP)
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Sir — Every year, the country cel-
ebrates February 28 as the
National Science Day in remem-
brance of Dr CV Raman, who dis-
covered the scattering of light, also
known as the “Raman effect.”  It
is fascinating that great scientists
strongly believed in the power of
prayer, which helped them discov-
er the secrets of nature.

This reminds me of a story
about a young businessman
sharing a compartment on a
train with an elderly gentle-
man. When he noticed that the
old fellow was quietly and
intently praying with his Rosary,
the young man chided him for
his “superstition” and told him
that science had rendered the
beliefs of religion irrelevant.
“How did you come to discover
that?” the old gentleman asked.

His companion didn’t  
really know how to answer the
question then and there, so he
offered to send him a few texts
and public lecture notes on the
subject for his enlightenment.
“What’s your address?,” he asked,
“I’ll send you the material via the
post.” 

The old man rummaged in

his coat pocket and produced a
tattered business card that read,
Louis Pasteur, Paris Institute of
Scientif ic Research.
Undoubtedly, spirituality is
greater than science. Man has
only learnt to clone the body, not
the soul.

TS Karthik
Chennai

���	���������

Sir — This refers to the report,
“CCPD issues notice to central
medical institutions for denying
job to Divyang doc” (February
26). The office of the Chief
Commissioner for Persons with
Disabilities (CCCPD) has made

the right intervention by stepping
in to issue notices to the Delhi-
based central medical institu-
tions, Safdarjung Hospital and
VMM College. They allegedly
denied a teaching job to Dr
Nonita Gangwani, an MD in
physiology and a wheelchair user
with 70 per cent disability due to
multiple sclerosis, despite her

clearing an exam and interview
for the post. At a time when
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has given special status to the
physically challenged and called
them Divyang to emphasise their
special place in the society, such
discrimination is condemnable.
Action should be taken against
the officials responsible.

Lalit Adesara
Pune

������
������������

Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “The court rap” (February 27).
The violence in the capital, a
result of political manoeuvres,
was avoidable. It reflects badly not
only on the police force but also
on the functioning of the high
echelons of bureaucracy. Keeping
the Delhi police under the con-
trol of the Union Government has
provided much space for shame-
less and dirty politics. To make
governance accountable, the com-
mand of the police must be given
to the State Government.

Vineet Keshri
Via email
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On May 23, 2013, while speaking at the foun-
dation stone-laying ceremony for the Indian
National Defence University, Gurugram, the

then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh exuded con-
fidence that India was well-positioned and willing
“to become a net provider of security” in its imme-
diate region and beyond. In 2015, the Institute for
Defence Studies and Analysis (IDSA), New Delhi,
came out with an assessment report titled, India as
a Security Provider. The report highlights India’s
growing military capabilities and its proactive
responses to the human and non-human threats to
the littoral nations of the Indian Ocean, which cor-
roborates the country’s image and positioning as a
benign power and net security provider in the region.
But the question here is: Is India also willing to play
the role of net security provider when it comes to
ensuring water security in the region? The above-
mentioned IDSA report points out, “While tradi-
tional security threats limit India’s role; cooperation
on non-traditional threats opens up a new oppor-
tunity for India to play a regional role.”  Thus, it is
a geostrategic imperative for India to focus on non-
traditional security threats in the region emerging
from sectors such as water and energy.    

Today all the nations of South Asia face a water
crisis in one form or another due to a range of fac-
tors — population growth,  urbanisation, inefficient
use, bad management and lack of governance,
among others. The unfolding water crises pose a seri-
ous threat to sustainable development, agriculture
and industries, poverty reduction and the ecosys-
tem. Climate change has exacerbated the brewing
water crises like never before. The United  Nations
Secretary General António Guterres has termed cli-
mate change as “the most systematic threat to
humankind.” 

Water is a common resource and managing and
governing it has always been a challenge at any scale,
be it local or regional.  A participatory robust insti-
tutional architecture for water governance is need-
ed to manage and govern resources in a systemat-
ic and efficient way. Many of the important water
bodies in South Asia are transboundary and thus
their basins spread in more than one country.
Integrated basin management would not be a real-
ity without regional cooperation at the South
Asian level. 

Most of the water treaties in South Asia are bilat-
eral in nature, which form the core of the South
Asian political ecology of governance. Be it upper
or lower riparian, nations in the region are appar-
ently not content with the existing treaties. For exam-
ple, India, an upper riparian nation, does not seem
to be happy with the Indus Water Treaty with
Pakistan, a lower riparian nation in this case.
Between Bangladesh, a low riparian nation and India,
the Teesta river issue still remains unresolved, with
Dhaka asking for an increase in water share.
People in Nepal, an upper riparian nation, think
water treaties with India produces environmental
injustices to the riverine people of Koshi river.  Along
with this kind of political ecology of the region, the
issue of sovereignty in South Asia is a very sensi-
tive topic. South Asia represents a typical case of the
Westphalian concept of sovereignty, where each
nation has exclusive sovereignty over its territory and
the natural resources, including water. No nation
would like to be seen as compromising its sovereign-
ty. However in reality, in the face of globalisation and
trade integration, each nation is bargaining its sov-
ereignty with the other nations and regional and
international actors. These two factors — the
existing South Asian political ecology and the power
politics played out in the name of sovereignty — both

hinder and open up opportunities for
regional cooperation at the same time.
Some may think that  regional coopera-
tion compromises on the sovereignty of
a State. However, the notion of sovereign-
ty can be broadened to accommodate and
facilitate the idea of cooperation, which
is not about imposing suzerainty of one
nation on another.

India has been quite active in the
region in terms of coming to the rescue
of its neighbours when they are in trou-
ble. A case in point is when Maldives faced
a water crisis in December 2014, India
launched Operation NEER to immediate-
ly provide Maldives with it.  The people
and the Government of Maldives were
appreciative of India’s quick response and
help. Having said that, one must be
mindful that those were more of a
response to a crisis that emerged and sim-
ilar exercises could be useful to tackle
future contingencies of that sort. However,
water woes coupled with the effects of cli-
mate change have resulted in a distinct set
of challenges that call for India’s proactive
role in the South Asian region. What is
required today is a continuous regional
cooperation in providing water security,
which is at present marred by the absence
of an institutional architecture for water
governance in South Asia. 

India should play a lead role in insti-
tutionalising regional cooperation by
establishing a robust architecture. It has
already set an example with the launch of
South Asian Satellite in 2017, which
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his
tweet termed as a “symbol of South Asian
cooperation” and “a journey to build the
most advanced frontier” of regional coop-
eration and partnership.  With India look-
ing for a larger regional role, it cannot
afford to be a security consumer. It has to
metamorphose itself into a credible secu-

rity provider. Benjamin Kienzle, a facul-
ty member of Defence Studies at King’s
College London, elucidates, “A security
provider has a stronger interest in the
immediate security of a third party,
rather than in direct security gains for
itself…the action of a security provider
easily lead to a win-win situation…A secu-
rity consumer, on the other hand, is pri-
marily interested in its own security and
is largely indistinct towards the security
needs of third parties…In general, secu-
rity consumers create easily win-lose sit-
uations...” Notwithstanding, he makes it
clear that a security provider in no way
compromises its own security interests. 

Domestically India has made some
progress to improve water governance.
The then Ministry of Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga
Rejuvenation (now Ministry of Jal Shakti)
constituted a committee led by Mihir Shah
to suggest institutional reforms for water
governance to deal with the water chal-
lenges that India faces in the 21st centu-
ry. In July 2016, the Committee came out
with a report titled, A 21st Century
Institutional Architecture for India’s Water
Reforms. The report makes a number of
critical suggestions to strengthen the
governance of India’s water resources. One
of them is about its shape and structure.
The report underlines that “polycentric
governance regimes characterised by a dis-
tribution of power but effective coordina-
tion structures perform better.”
Considering water as one of the sectors
most vulnerable to climate change, the
report stressed that the ability to respond
to it is strengthened by polycentric gov-
ernance regimes. 

The existing political ecology of
South Asia makes the space of water
resources a geopolitically contested zone.
Governance is needed to protect the envi-

ronment, to save the ecology and to man-
age water resources in an integrated and
holistic manner. Polycentrism is inherent
in South Asia and by default distribution
of power is effected by the  very nature of
South Asian sovereignty. What is missing
essentially is the effective coordination to
realise and unlock water governance
potential in the region. Effective coordi-
nation can be established only through a
well-structured institutional architecture
involving all the actors and stakeholders.
With the emergence of non-State environ-
mental actors and groups in the region,
the role of governments has receded in
water governance and self-organised gov-
ernance networks have found prominence. 

In their article  “Reflections on Actor-
Network Theory, Governance Networks,
and Strategic Outcomes”, Ludmilla Meyer
Montenegro and Sergio Bulgacov caution
that, “self-organised governance networks
can impede (policy) implementation…or
they can enhance the efficiency of policy
implementation…Thus,  it  is  important
to  determine  how  these networks are
formed, who forms them and how they
function, since they have such direct
impacts on governance. The  more we
know about networks, the  better  we
understand  governance dynamics  and its
relationships  with the Government,
informal  mechanisms,  and  private
actors.” 

India should painstakingly study the
governance networks that exist today in
South Asia for conceptualising a region-
al institutional architecture for water
governance in the region, to not repeat
another SAARC which is failing under its
burden.

(The writer works as a Senior
Programme Manager for climate and
water projects at a German foundation and
is a policy commentator) 
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It has taken the world a while to
reach the understanding that
nature can never be taken for

granted. Unfortunately, in India, this
is not the case and utilisation of com-
mon natural resources like forests,
green cover, oceans, rivers, fish stocks
and so on, doesn’t reflect anywhere in
our Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
accounting, as these are difficult to
chronicle. This economic inconspic-
uousness of nature’s services becomes
an underlying concern, which has
generated debate and discussions like

The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity (TEEB) initiated by the
United Nations in 2007. TEEB is a
global initiative focussed on “making
nature’s value visible”. Its main objec-
tive is to mainstream the value of bio-
diversity and ecosystem services into
decision-making at all levels. It aims
to achieve this goal by following a
structured approach to valuation that
helps decision-makers recognise the
wide range of benefits provided by
ecosystems and biodiversity, demon-
strate their values in economic terms
and where appropriate, capture them
in decision-making. 

Although conservationists like
Pavan Sukhdev and Gretchen C  Daily
— pioneers in illuminating and quan-
tifying the economic value of our nat-
ural environment — who are award-
ed with the Tyler Prize for
Environmental Achievement in 2020,
have clearly put forward the same
opinion, acceptance remains elusive.
The economic invisibility of nature to

drive humanity and dependence upon
market-based economic systems,
remain at the heart of deserved recog-
nition to account for nature in the
GDP, especially in relation to the sur-
vival of marginalised sections of soci-
ety. This invincibility somehow ham-
pers the cognition to acknowledge the
GDP of the poor via negative exter-
nalities. Often, in the process, the sec-
ondary sector (industrial) omits to
make the required dent due to an
invisible characteristic attached to
the transformation, from sourcing of
raw material to processing of finished
produce. 

Think-tanks and economists
realised the requirement for true
demonstration of environmental eco-
nomics or “greenomics” for its invis-
ible values much earlier and American
biologist and philosopher Garrett
Hardin’s The tragedy of the commons
is an exemplar to this. For the unini-
tiated, the tragedy of the commons is
a situation in a shared-resource sys-

tem where individual users, acting
independently according to their own
self-interest, behave contrary to the
common good of all users by deplet-
ing or spoiling the shared resource
through their collective action. It is
quite worrisome that big business
houses and people at large are not able
to value the gratuitous support pro-
vided by nature due to imprudence
and the incompetence to distinguish
private goods from public goods.

Greenomics is all about econom-
ic factoring of public and non-market-
ed (those not made by man and not
transacted in the market) goods in
computation of the national domes-
tic product of an economy. It is defi-
nitely essential (and poses a challenge
in a way) to evaluate the intrinsic eco-
nomic value, as most of the business
minds have tried to comprehend
today. One such endeavour comes
through the Global Initiative for a
Sustainable Tomorrow (GIST) plat-
form to quantify the impact of nega-

tive externalities by allocating eco-
nomic values to invisibles to make it
a plausible option for inclusion by the
bureaucrats and corporates. 

The concept of GDP accounting
of the poor appears to be crucial in
that it has to blend sustainability along
with big data that is accessible to all.
The TEEB framework facilitates all of
the above by merging it with data ana-
lytics, technology and sustainability.

Certainly, it is not about placing
a price on nature, rather it is about
recognising, demonstrating and valu-
ing nature’s services to people. Nobody
is buying or selling a cloud. The real-
ity is that forests can generate rainfall
that is vital for agricultural productiv-
ity. However, recognising and demon-
strating that true scientific value is the
reality now. 

The idea propagated by TEEB’s
Indian members, “GDP of the poor”,
holds relevance especially in a fragile
atmosphere of everlasting ecological
uncertainties that undoubtedly will

decide the future placement of the
nation on the global map. Their
report signals that the rural produc-
tion system would suffer the most,
given the destruction of our ecosys-
tems. The question that we must ask
ourselves is, that if nations like
Vietnam, Indonesia and so on, can
separately compute the GDP of the
poor, why not India, despite three of
the members on the board of the
TEEB being Indian. Initiatives like
zero-budget natural farming in
Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra are
welcome and the need of the hour. If
bureaucrats could accept poverty-
alleviation as a mainstream agenda to
make a powerful diminution of rural
poverty, accounting for the GDP of the
poor can be the way forward.

(The writer is Assistant Professor
and Senior Research Scholar,
DRC/FMS, University of Delhi. Inputs
by Kushankur Dey, Assistant Professor,
IIM Lucknow. The views expressed are
personal.)
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Panun Kashmir, an organi-
sation of displaced

Kashmiri Pandits, on Thursday
reiterated its demand for carv-
ing out a separate homeland
with a Union Territory status
for the rehabilitation of the
community in the 
Valley.

It said a bill should be
passed in Parliament to “recog-
nise the genocide 
of Kashmiri Pandits in the val-
ley”.

“Neutralisation of Article
370 has made future reorgan-
isation now legally very easy
and creation of a union terri-
tory east and north of river
Jhelum in Kashmir for the
permanent rehabilitation of
displaced Hindus of Kashmir a
distinct possibility,” a state-
ment issued by Panun Kashmir
leaders Ajay Chrungoo and
Agnishekhar said. PTI

Mumbai: Former Maharashtra Minister
and   Congress leader Naseem Khan on
Thursday demanded that the Maharashtra
Assembly pass a resolution against the
implementation of National Population
Register (NPR).

Speaking to reporters after meeting
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray and
Deputy Chief Minister Ajit Pawar, Khan said
the BJP, which shares power with the JD(U)
in Bihar had supported the resolution
against NPR in that State’s 
Assembly.

“I demanded that census be conducted
as per the 2010 rules and not an NPR exer-
cise, as it is the first step to the National
Register of Citizens, in which people, espe-
cially the poor, will be affected,” he
said.

Khan said the Chief Minister had
assured him that he would seek information
on the issue, discuss with the concerned
authorities before taking a decision. PTI

Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh Assembly on
Thursday witnessed noisy scenes after
Parliamentary Affairs Minister Suresh
Khanna accused the Opposition of creat-
ing anarchy in the State by supporting anti-
CAA protesters.

Khanna made the allegation during a
heated exchange with Leader of Opposition
Ram Govind Chaudhary, who earlier said
the Minister had ignored a question raised
by him on the Budget tabled in the House
on February 18. Khanna, who is also the
finance minister, had earlier finished his
reply to the debate on the 2020-2021 bud-
get. 

With Chaudhary accusing Khanna of
ignoring his question, the Minister took a
dig at him over the Opposition leader’s ear-
lier statement outside the House that
those sitting on anti-CAA dharna would
be given pension.

This triggered a heated exchange
between Khanna and Chaudhary with the
later reiterating that the pension is given
to patriots.

“Those struggling for restoration of
democracy are given pension. We are also

getting it as ‘loktantra senanis’ (those
arrested during emergency),” Chaudhary
said.

Khanna at this asked what was there
to oppose in the CAA.

“The SP, BSP and Congress are trying
to create anarchy in the State,” he assert-
ed. The Minister’s remark triggered an
uproar in the House with the Opposition
members going on their feet and the rul-
ing party members seen trying to shout
them down. Chaudhary earlier accused the
ruling party of pursuing the politics of
dividing the society on Hindu-Muslim
lines. PTI

Patna: The Bihar Assembly on Thursday
unanimously passed a resolution for the
second time in just over a year favouring
a caste-based census in 2021.

Speaker Vijay Kumar Choudhary
made the announcement in the assembly
during the pre-lunch session.

“... This is an appropriate time when
the House should convey its sentiments
to the authorities concerned for a caste-
based census... The proposed census
2021 be conducted on caste basis,”
Choudhary said.

He said Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
had made a proposal for a similar reso-
lution during the debate on adjournment
motion on Tuesday on the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act, National Register of
Citizens and the National Population Register
in the Assembly, which found support from all
other political parties in the House.

The Bihar Assembly had on February 18 last

year passed a unanimous resolution for carry-
ing out caste census.

Caste-based census was conducted way back
in 1931, the chief minister had said. PTI

Kolkata: A Bangladeshi stu-
dent of Visva Bharati
University has been asked by
the Home Ministry to leave
the country for reportedly
engaging in “anti-
Government activities”.

Afsara Anika Meem, an
undergraduate student at
the central university, has
been served a ‘Leave India
Notice’ by the Foreigners’
Regional Registration Office,
Kolkata — under the
Ministry of Home Affairs.

The notice —which has
asked Meem to leave India
within 15 days from the
date of its receipt +did not
specify the nature of the
“anti-India activities”.

The woman, who hails
from Kustia district of
Bangladesh, got enrolled in
the Bachelor of Design
course at the varsity in 2018.
She received the notice dated
February 14 on Wednesday,
one of her friends said.

Meem had allegedly
shared some posts on
Facebook related to anti-
CAA protests inside the
campus in December, and
has been trolled on social
media since then, a member
of the Students’ Federation
of India (SFI) told PTI.

The Bangladeshi stu-
dent, who did not receive
calls, told PTI in a
WhatsApp message that “I
am not in a State to talk
about this now”.

A Bangladesh Deputy
High Commission source
in Kolkata said it is yet to
receive any official intima-
tion in this regard. Visva
Bharati University authori-
ties, too, could not be con-
tacted for comments. The
notice said Meem also com-
mitted visa violation. PTI

Chennai: NDA constituent PMK
on Thursday welcomed the Bihar
Assembly adopting an anti-NRC
resolution and lauded the Tamil
Nadu Government for saying such
a move was under its consideration
too.

Party founder S Ramadoss
called for implementing the
National Population Register as per
the 2010 format, even as he want-
ed the Government to “allay fears”
over NPR.

In a series of tweets, he urged
the Tamil Nadu Government to
take a leaf out of Bihar and pass an
assembly resolution saying no to
National Register of Citizens
(NRC).

“Tamil Nadu should follow
Bihar and adopt a resolution
against NRC in the Assembly.

Similarly, the NPR should also be
as per the 2010 format,” he said.

The Bihar assembly on
Tuesday unanimously resolved
that there was no need of NRC in
the state and that the NPR exercise
be done strictly according to the
2010 format.

On Wednesday, Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister K Palaniswami
had said aspects like an anti-NRC
Assembly resolution were under
the consideration of the state gov-
ernment. Terming Palaniswami’s
statement as the “right approach,”
Ramadoss also said “the govern-
ment should allay” fears over
NPR. 

He also pointed out that Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had said
NRC was being implemented only
in Assam and welcomed it. PTI

Thane:A public rally against
CAA, NRC and NPR, sched-
uled to be addressed by
AIMIM chief Asaduddin
Owaisi at Bhiwandi in
Maharashtra’s Thane district
on Thursday evening, has
been put off following a
request by the police, an offi-
cial said.

The police had request-
ed the organisers to postpone
the rally in view of the pre-
vailing situation in the coun-
try, he said.

Owaisi was scheduled to
address the rally at
Parshuram Taware Stadium
in Dhobi Talao area of

Bhiwandi 6 pm onwards.
The local unit of All

India Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul-
Muslimeen (AIMIM) had
organised the rally.

However, the Bhoiwada
Police Station on Wednesday
sent a letter to the party’s local
unit, urging it to postpone the
the event.

“The police sent a letter
to the organisers and request-
ed them to postpone the
public meeting considering
the prevailing situation in the
country and the organisers
agreed to the request,” DCP
(Zone II) Rajkumar Shinde
said. PTI
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Ending the speculation over
the fate of selection list of

Jammu & Kashmir Bank,
Probationary Officers and
banking associates the UT
Government of Jammu &
Kashmir on Thursday went
ahead and scrapped the entire
recruitment process initiated in
2018.

The Administrative
Council which met under the
chairmanship of the Lieutenant
Governor G.C. Murmu in
Jammu also directed the
Finance Department to advise
J&K Bank to initiate a fresh,
fair, norm based and transpar-
ent recruitment for 250
Probationary Officers and 1200
banking Associates in the J&K
Bank through the IBPS. 

This was stated by

Principal Secretary Planning,
Development and Monitoring,
Rohit Kansal  at an evening
press conference . 

Addressing media,  Rohit
Kansal also informed that  var-
ious legal infirmities had been
pointed out in the ongoing
recruitment process. As a result
the ongoing process of recruit-
ment for these posts by this
bank shall stand scrapped,” he
said and added that the bank is
being advised to ensure that all
applicants eligible in the last
recruitment which has been
cancelled shall be eligible for
the fresh recruitment 
also.

He added, “The entire
recruitment process will be
completed by on a fast track
basis within three months. The
detailed modalities and
announcements in this regard

will be finalized by the bank in
its next board meeting. 

Among other important
decisions, the Government
also announced new amnesty
scheme for power consumers
across UT of J&K. The amnesty
scheme for the power con-
sumers will come into effect
from March 1, 2020.

“It decided that as a welfare
measure and in order to give an
opportunity to power con-
sumers to prevent disconnec-
tion of their connections and to
facilitate easy payment, the
amnesty scheme envisages pay-
ment of arrears in three easy
instalments,” he announced. It
is estimated that waiver of
penalties and interests will cost
around �600 crore to the gov-
ernment as against total pend-
ing dues of �3,000 crore,” he
said.
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With the focus on the
socio-economic devel-

opment of the southeast Asian
nation, India and Myanmar on
Thursday signed 10 agree-
ments as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi held wide-
ranging talks with Myanmarese
President U Win Myint.

The Myanmarese presi-
dent, who arrived in India on
Wednesday, received a cere-
monial welcome at the
Rashtrapati Bhavan. He and
First Lady Daw Cho Cho were
welcomed by President Ram
Nath Kovind and PM 
Modi.

The Prime Minister and
President Myint later held talks
at Hyderabad House and 10
agreements were signed
between the two countries.
The focus of many agreements
was on development projects
under India’s assistance, par-

ticularly in the conflict-torn
Rakhine state.

The agreements included
an MoU on ‘Cooperation for
Prevention of Trafficking in
Persons; Rescue, Recovery,
Repatriation and Re-
Integration of Victims of
Trafficking’.

An agreement regarding
Indian Grant Assistance for
Implementation of Quick
Impact Projects (QIP) was also
signed between the two 
sides.

Three agreements for
development projects in the
conflict-torn Rakhine state
were also signed during the
president’s visit. 

The Rakhine state has wit-
nessed a lot of violence in the
past and scores of Rohingyas
had fled the state facing perse-
cution. The Myanmarese
President and his wife also
paid respects to Mahatma
Gandhi at Rajghat.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will on Saturday

lay the foundation stone
for the 296-km-long
Bundelkhand Expressway in
Uttar Pradesh’s Chitrakoot. 

The expressway will be
supplementing the nodes of
the Uttar Pradesh Defence
Industrial Corridor announced
by the government in February
2018, a statement from the
Prime Minister’s Office (PMO)
maintained on Thursday.

The Uttar Pradesh
Government is constructing
the Bundelkhand Expressway,
which will pass through
Chitrakoot, Banda, Hamirpur
and Jalaun districts. 

The expressway will link
the Bundelkhand area to the
national capital through the
Agra-Lucknow Expressway and
the Yamuna Expressway.

The prime minister will
also be launching 10,000 farm-
ers’ producer organisations all
over the country at Chitrakoot
on that day.

Nearly 86 per cent of farm-
ers are small and marginal
with average land holdings in

the country being less than 1.1
hectare. 

These small, marginal and
landless farmers face tremen-
dous challenges during agri-
culture production phase such
as for access to technology,
quality seed, fertilisers and
pesticides, including requisite
finances.

They also face tremendous
challenges in marketing their
produce due to lack of eco-
nomic strength, the statement
pointed out. FPOs (Farmer
Producer Organisations) help
in collectivisation of such farm-
ers in order to give them the
collective strength to deal with
such issues. 

Members of the FPO will
manage their activities togeth-
er in the organisation to get
better access to technology,
input, finance and market for

faster enhancement of their
income.

“Though the report of
‘Doubling of Farmer’s
Income’ recommended for-
mation of 7,000 FPOs by
2022 towards convergence
of efforts for doubling farm-
ers’ income, the central gov-
ernment announced the cre-

ation of 10,000 new FPOs to
ensure economies of scale for
farmers over 

the next five years,” it said.
In Allahabad, Modi will be

distributing assistive aids and
devices to senior citizens, under
the Rashtriya Vayoshri Yojana,
and people with disablities,
under the ADIP scheme, at a
mega distribution camp.

This is the biggest ever dis-
tribution camp being held in
the country in terms of the
number of beneficiaries cov-
ered, number of appliances
distributed and value of aids
and appliances distributed, the
statement said. At the camp,
over 56,000 assistive aids and
devices of different types will be
distributed free of cost to more
than 26,000 of beneficiaries.
The cost of the aids and devices
is over �19 crore, it said.
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Kolkata: Appealing to people
to save the Country from divi-
sive forces, two separate rallies
were taken out in Kolkata on
Thursday by the Trinamool
Congress's women's wing and
the Congress-backed Chhatra
Parishad over the communal
violence in Delhi.

Thousands of women took
part in the rally organised by
the Trinamool Mahila
Congress. It began at Hazra
Crossing and culminated at the
Gandhi statue in the Maidan
area.The rallyists, led by state
minister Chandrima
Bhattacharya, shouted slogans
targeting the "politics of polar-
isation and hatred professed by
the Sangh Parivar". PTI

Mumbai: The Maharashtra
Legislative Assembly on Thursday
unanimously passed a bill which
makes Marathi a compulsory subject
across all schools in the state.

The development came on
`Marathi Bhasha Din' (Marathi lan-
guage day) which is celebrated on
February 27, the birth anniversary of
poet and Jnanpith award winner late
V V Shirwadkar.

The state Legislative Council

had passed the legislation, titled
`Maharashtra Compulsory Teaching
and Learning of Marathi Language
in Schools Bill, 2020', on Wednesday.

Minister for Marathi Language
Subhash Desai introduced the bill in
the Lower House on Thursday.

Desai said the legislation was on
the lines of laws in Telangana, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala and Karnataka, and it
makes teaching and studying Marathi
compulsory in all schools (irrespec-

tive of the board to which they are
affiliated).

Marathi will become a com-
pulsory subject in all schools from
standard 1st to 10th in a phased
manner from the academic year
2020-2021, he said.

It will be introduced in the first
and sixth standards from the com-
ing academic year and extended to
further classes in subsequent 
years. PTI

Sitapur (UP): Samajwadi Party
chief Akhilesh Yadav on
Thursday blamed the BJP for
the communal violence in the
national capital, saying this is
their "Gujarat model", and
alleged that the saffron party
does politics "by spreading
hatred".

The death toll in the vio-
lence over the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act in areas in
northeast Delhi increased to 34
on Thursday, and over 200 peo-
ple are injured.

"BJP is responsible for the
riots. It's their Gujarat model,
which is nothing but spreading
hatred," Yadav said when asked
about the violence in Delhi.

"When the US President
was here and lakhs of police-
men were deployed, how can a
riot happen? Had the govern-
ment and police wanted, the
riots could not have 
happened ," he said. PTI

Mumbai: The cases filed
against Aarey  Metro car shed
protesters will be withdrawn
within a month, Maharashtra
Minister Satej Patil said on
Thursday.

Patil, the Minister of State
for Home, made the remarks
after meeting some of the pro-
testers here.

Thereis a due process to
withdrawthe cases. I spoke to
them (the protesters who met
him on Thursday) on the issue.
I assured them that the word we
gave to them on behalf of the
Maha Vikas Aghadi will be
kept.

"The cases will be with-
drawn in the coming one
month, Patil told reporters out-
side the state legislature build-
ing in south Mumbai.

The MumbaiPolice had
filed cases against several pro-
testers, including green activists,
in October las year after they hit
the streets to oppose felling of
trees in the Aarey Colony, a
green belt in suburban
Goregaon, to make way for a car
shed which is part of the metro-
3 project. The Supreme Court
ordered a stay on the defor-
estation activity in the days
that followed, but over 2,000
trees had already been cut down
by authorities by then.

The Shiv Sena-led MVA
government, which assumed
office on November 28 last
year, had in December
announced withdrawal of the
cases filed against metro car
shed protesters. PTI
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Delhi mayhem may polarise
Bengal municipal elections

in a big way. There are reports
that the political parties of the
State are planning to ‘utilise’
Delhi riots as an issue to influ-
ence the voters in the upcom-
ing municipal elections.

According to sources in
the BJP local leaders and work-
ers have been asked to stage
local level meeting and place the
party’s views not only on its
development plans but also the
tumultuous situation in the
National Capital and the groups
responsible for it.

“We will tell the truth to the
people as to what happened in
Delhi. How things were planned
to defame India during
President Trump’s visit. The
politically educated people of
Bengal must know about the
reality as the opposition parties
are running a hate campaign in
the media accusing the Hindus
of perpetrating the riots which
is not the real side of the story,”
said a senior leader of the State
committee accusing the rival
community for holding the

Capital to ransom.
“Is the central Government

a fool to embarrass itself by
inciting riots when President
Trump is present. Is the BJP so
immature as not to understand
how Pakistan will take mileage
out of the situation. In fact it is
the traitors of the nation who
have organized the riots to
defame India… The Delhi
Police in fact has exercised
great restraint in not opening
fire in many places just because
our Government has great
regard for the minorities unlike
Pakistan,” another BJP leader
said. This leader, and a party
candidate in the Lok Sabha
elections was himself accused of
giving inflammatory speeches
during campaigning.

On whether the BJP will go
to people with an intent of
polarizing the atmosphere the
leader said “the atmosphere
has already been polarized as
the Hindus have awakened and
learnt to assert their rights. If
some people think that speak-
ing the plain truth  is polariza-
tion, then so be it.”

The Trinamool Congress
on the other hand was less vocal

while its leaders said the people
will be told as to how the BJP
was trying to divide India along
communal lines.

“It is not only Pakistan
which is trying to divide India
but it is also the BJP which is
dividing the country by playing
into the hands of Pakistan,” a
senior TMC leader and a
Minister said adding his party
would go to the people with the
report card containing what
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee has done for the State
in the past nine years.

“And if the BJP tries to com-
munalise the atmosphere then
we will not let them do that.
Rather we will use the situation
to expose their communal
plans,” the Minister said adding
definitely Delhi riots would be
raised during the election cam-
paign but to tell how BJP and

Hindutva goons applied the
Gujarat model in Delhi to break
the society along communal
lines. CPI(M)’s Sujan
Chakrabarty, a party central
committee member however
accused both the parties for
being “complementary to each
other.” 
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The Maharashtra
Government has with-

drawn 348 cases registered in
connection with the 2018
Bhima-Koregaon violence and
460 cases booked during the
various agitations demanding
Maratha reservations, Home
Minister Anil Deshmukh
informed the State Legislative
Council here on Thursday.

Replying to a question in
the upper house of the
Maharashtra Legislature,
Deshmukh said: “Out of the
total 649 cases registered in
connection with the Bhima-
Koregaon violence, the State
Government has withdrawn
348 cases. Similarly, 460 cases
out of the total 548 cases reg-
istered during agitations
demanding Maratha reserva-
tions”.

Deshmukh said that the

process of withdrawing cases in
connection with the Bhima-
Koregaon violence was con-
tinuing.  “The cases that we
intend to withdraw are all of
minor nature. However, we
will not withdraw cases regis-
tered for destruction of prop-
erty and assault on police offi-
cials in connection with
Bhima-Koregaon violence,” the
minister said.

Slamming the previous
Devendra Fadnavis govern-
ment for carrying out an
improper investigations into
the Bhima-Koregaon case,
Deshmukh said: “The state
government may have handed
over the case to the National
Investigation Agency (NIA),
but the state government will
order a probe into the Bhima-
Koregaon case under the
Bombay Police Act, 1951  or
section 10 of the NIA Act,
2008”.

Deshmukh also came
down heavily on the previous
BJP-led government for dub-
bing the activists who were
vociferous critics of the ruling
BJP and Modi government at
the Centre, as “urban naxals”.

The minister said that
despite a directive issued by
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray on December 2 to
withdraw all cases filed against
protesters who had opposed
the proposed oil refinery and
petrochemicals complex at
Nanar in Rajapur taluka of
Ratnagiri district, “only three
cases” had so far been with-
drawn. Deshmukh’s statement
about his plans to order a fresh
investigation into the Bhima-
Koregaon violence case should
be seen in the context of chief
minister Uddhav Thackeray’s
decision to let the NIA take
over the investigations into
the 2018 Bhima Koregaon-
Elgaar Parishad case

Deshmukh had said early
this month that the State Home
Ministry was seeking legal

opinion before going ahead
with its plan to order a fresh
probe into the Bhima
Koregaon-Elgaar Parishad case
under section 10 of the NIA
Act. “The Maharashtra gov-
ernment may have let the NIA
carry out the investigations in
the Bhima Koregaon-Elgaar
Parishad case to the NIA, but
we will seek a legal opinion if
we can institute an SIT to
investigate the case,” th4e min-
ister had said.

If the NCP—which holds
the Home portfolio in the state
– decides to go ahead with the
SIT probe into the Bhima
Koregaon-Elgaar Parishad case,
it will send a clear cut message
to its ruling ally –Shiv Sena that
the chief minister —can ill-
afford to “overrule” his party’s
allies in the MVA on crucial
matters like the one in the case.
Simultaneously, the NCP is
bound to trigger a confronta-
tion between the State and
Centre over a parallel probe on
the Bhima Koregaon-Elgaar
Parishad case.
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India on Thursday brought
back 112 people from the

coronavirus-hit Chinese city
Wuhan and another group of
124 from Tokyo who were on
board a cruise ship infected by
the deadly virus. All the evacuees
will undergo a 14-day quaran-
tine in two batches at the ITBP
and Army facilities in Chhawla
and Manesar respectively here.

The Union Ministry of
External Affairs said that AC-17
Globemaster III transport air-
craft of Indian Air Force evac-
uated 76 Indians and 36 foreign
nationals from Wuhan while an
Air India flight brought back the
group of 124 people from Tokyo.

The foreign national evac-
uated from Wuhan included 23
from Bangladesh, six from
China, two each from Myanmar
and Maldives and one each
from South Africa, USA and
Madagascar.

Besides 119 Indians, the
people evacuated from Japan
included two from Sri Lanka
and one each from Nepal, South
Africa and Peru. The group
was among 3,711 people who
were on board the coronavirus-
infected Diamond Princess ship
when it docked at the Yokohama
port near Tokyo on February 3.

"In line with India's neigh-
bourhood first policy and Indo-
Pacific vision, the special flight
also evacuated five foreign
nationals — two Sri Lankans,

one Nepalese, one South African
and one Peruvian," MEA
spokesman Raveesh Kumar said.

Three Indian crew members
didn't board the Air India flight
as they conveyed their wish to
continue their stay on-board the
cruise ship to complete the peri-
od of extended quarantine put
in place by the Japanese gov-
ernment.

Out of the total 138 Indian
nationals originally on-board
Diamond Princess, 16 Indian
crew members have tested pos-
itive for coronavirus and are
receiving medical care at an
onshore medical facility in
Japan. They will undergo a 14-
day quarantine at the facility set
up by the Indian Army in
Manesar. Earlier, India had evac-
uated around 650 Indians from
Wuhan in two Air India flights.
All these people later tested
negative for the virus and were
allowed to go home after over a
fortnight of quarantine.

"In all 723 Indian nationals
and 43 foreign nationals have
been evacuated from Wuhan,
China in these three flights," an
MEA statement said.

The AC-17 Globemaster
flown to Wuhan on Wednesday
had carried 15 tonnes of med-
ical supplies for coronavirus-
affected people in China. 

On the medical supplies
delivered by India to China, the
MEA said they will help aug-

ment the country's efforts to
control the coronavirus out-
break which has been declared
as a public health emergency by
the World Health 
Organisation. "The assistance is
also a mark of friendship and
solidarity from the people of
India towards the people of
China as the two countries also
celebrate 70th anniversary of
establishment of diplomatic rela-
tions this year," it said.

A team of doctors, para-
medics and others will be pre-
sent at the
quarantine
f a c i l i t y
round-the-
clock and the
inmates will
be provided
facilities like
food, bed
a n d
indoor enter-
tainment to
spend time,
as per 
the state-
ment. 
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The controversy over a spat
between the ruling Shiv

Sena-NCP-Congress alliance
and the Opposition BJP over
former Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis’  ‘bangles’
remark assumed a new dimen-
sion on Thursday, as a Sena
leader complained to the RSS
about  ‘objectionable’ remarks
by Fadnavis’ wife Amruta
against his party’s leader and
Minister Aditya Thackeray.  

A day after Fadnavis’
banker-wife Amruta came to
the defence of her and hit out
at Aditya through a tweet,
president of the state-run
Vasantrao Naik Sheti
Swavlamban Mission
(VNSSM) Kishore Tiwari – in
a letter written to RSS’ gener-
al secretary Bhayyaji Joshi—
objected to the term “cocooned
worm” used by her to describe
the Sena minister in her tweet
put out on Wednesday.

Addressing a BJP workers
rally held at Azad Maidan on
Tuesday, Fadnavis had had
slammed the Sena for its fail-
ure act against Pathan for his
much-discussed “15 crore...”
statement. "Uddhav Thackeray-
led Shiv Sena may be wearing
bangles but we are not. If
someone says something then
he will be given an answer in
the same way. BJP has this
much power."

Responding to Fadnavis’
“bangles” comment, Aditya
tweeted on Wednesday: “Shri
@Dev_Fadnavi ji, normally I
choose not to comment back.
Kindly apologise abt bangles

comment: bangles are worn by
the strongest of all- the women.
Politics can go on, but we need
to change this discourse. Rather
disgraceful coming from a fmr
CM”.

A couple of hours later,
Fadnavis’ banker-wife Amruta
Fadnavis – who has of late been
taking political stands on var-
ious issues and coming out in
support of her former chief
minister-husband – slammed
Aditya through a tweet. “A
cocooned worm will never
understand the ‘Pun’ of life ! It’s
meant to thrive on the glory of
the silken life woven for its
comfort by its ancestors
@AUThackeray ! Proud of ur
struggles @Dev_Fadnavis &
each and every hardworking
member of @BJP4Maharashtra
!," Amruta tweeted.

Tasking strong exception to
Amruta’s tweet, Tiwari stated in
his letter to the RSS general sec-
retary: “... celeb- banker Amrita
Fadnavis sought to defend her
husband (Devendra) by sug-
gesting that Aditya was a
“cocooned worm” and she said
`A cocooned worm will never
understand the ‘Pun’ of life !
It’s meant to thrive on the
glory of the silken life woven
for its comfort by its ancestors
@AUThackeray !’.  

“This unwanted activism of
both Devendra and Amruta is
the main cause for souring of
good relationship between BJP-
Shiv Sena and due to over-con-
fidence and arrogance, which
is core cause of historic SS-
NCP-INC mega alliance (sic),”
Tiwari stated.

In his letter -- a copy of

which he posted on his
Facebook page, Tiwari said:
“Amruta’s unwanted political
activism is beyond the under-
standing and culture of Indian
culture as no opposition politi-
cian’s spouses –husband/wife,
anywhere all over India criti-
cises Govt like this (No even
the deserted Jadhodaben!.
There are examples like wives
of L K Advani, Yeshwant Sinha,
Jeswant Singh, Shatrungan
Sinha, Arun Shourie etc do not
do such things”.

“Shiv Sena founder
Balasaheb Thackeray’s wife
Meenatai Thackeray quietly
functioned in shadow and her
contribution came out after her
sad demise... Same is the case
of CM Uddhav’swife Rashmi,
his cousin Raj T’s wife Sharmila
( who are) in background with-
out making useless remarks
and controversial gestures,”
Tiwari wrote.

Tiwari also took the exam-
ples of the wives of BJP leaders
Amit Shah, Nitin Gadkari and
Rajnath Singh who, he said, “
don’t go around abusing Sonia/
Rahul or husbands of political
rivals” “What’s Amruta
Fadnasvis’ hidden agenda? Is
she trying to take over the state
BJP which has no prominent
women leader left now? Will
she be acceptable to the BJP-
RSS mindset?.  These are the
questions being asked by the
people,” Tiwari stated.

Tiwari urged the RSS gen-
eral secretary “to look into the
matter and ensure that such
unhappy womenfolk does not
spell doom for BJP in 2024, in
centre & State”.
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Industry body COAI has sent
out a distress signal to the

government seeking easier
terms for payment of statutory
dues by telcos, including exten-
sion of loans at lower rates to
cover AGR liabilities, as also fast
implementation of floor prices,
to rescue the troubled sector. 

With the telecom industry
plunging into a deep, unprece-
dented crisis, the association
has raised an alarm over banks’
unwillingness to take any risk
with regard to the sector, and
asserted the “need to give a
clear message to banks that
government is there to support
the sector”.

“Banks are currently
unwilling to take any risk with
respect to the telecom sector
and are constantly asking tele-
com service providers to reduce
their exposures by refusing to
issue new bank guarantees or
even to renew bank guaran-
tees,” COAI Director General,

Rajan Mathews said in a letter
to Telecom Secretary Anshu
Prakash.

Cellular Operators’
Association of India (COAI)
has also said that the require-
ment of financial bank guar-
antees for securing licence fee
payments should be done away
with. In case Telecom
Department is of the view that
financial bank guarantees are
needed, the same should be
reduced to one quarter of
licence fee, as per the industry
body. COAI also sought an
immediate cut in licence fee
levy to three per cent from 8
per cent and reduction in spec-
trum usage charges.

Citing India’s low average
revenue per user compared to
markets like China, Brazil and
Russia, it further said data prices
in India are a fraction of those
in markets like the US, China,
Germany, France and others.

“Therefore, floor pricing is
imperative to ensure the sector
is sustainable and in a position
to bear the deferred spectrum
and adjusted gross revenue
(AGR) dues, while continuing
to invest in world class net-
works,” COAI said.

COAI’s letter, dated

February 26, came even as
Vodafone Idea has reportedly
made it clear to the government
that it won’t be able to pay
court-mandated AGR dues in
entirety, unless a bailout is
extended immediately.

In all, 15 telecom entities
owe the Government �1.47
lakh crore in unpaid statutory
dues — �92,642 crore in
unpaid licence fee and anoth-
er �55,054 crore in outstanding
spectrum usage charges. 

Of the estimated dues that
include interest and penalty for
late payments, Airtel and
Vodafone Idea account for
about 60 per cent.

These dues arose after the
Supreme Court, in October last
year, upheld the government’s
position on including revenue
from non-core businesses in
calculating the annual AGR of
telecom companies, a share of
which is paid as licence and
spectrum fee to the exche-
quer. The Supreme Court, ear-
lier this month, rejected a plea
by mobile carriers such as
Bharti Airtel and Vodafone
Idea for extension in the pay-
ment schedule and asked com-
panies to deposit their past
dues for spectrum and licences. 
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Vodafone Idea has demand-
ed fixing minimum tariffs

for mobile data at �35 per GB,
around 7-8 times of current
prices, and for calls at 6 paise
per minute along with month-
ly charges from April 1 to
enable it pay statutory dues and
make its business sustainable.

The loss-making telco is
under pressure to clear adjusted
gross revenue dues of more than
�50,000 crore to comply with a
Supreme Court order. The com-
pany has sought 18 years time to
clear the dues, including a three-
year moratorium on payment of
interest and penalty, according to
official sources.

“There are number of
demands that Vodafone Idea
has put across the government
for its survival. The company
wants minimum price of data
should be fixed at �35 per giga-
byte and minimum monthly
connection charge at �50 from
April 1, 2020. These are tough
demands which is a problem
for government to fulfil,” an
official told PTI on the condi-
tion of anonymity. Current

mobile internet prices are in the
range of �4-5 per GB.
According to the source, Voda
Idea wants minimum price of
outgoing calls should be fixed
at 6 paise per minute.

The demand to raise call
and internet rates from
Vodafone Idea comes within
three months of company rais-
ing prices by up to 50 per cent.

“According to the compa-
ny, increase in mobile call and
data rates will help it generate
revenue to the same level as
Vodafone and Idea individual-
ly generated in 2015-16. The
company has said that it will 

take three years to get to
that level after tariff hike hence
it has sought three-year mora-
torium for payment of AGR
dues,” the source said.

A Vodafone Idea
spokesperson declined to
comment on the matter.

The Government levies
licence fee and spectrum usage
charge based on revenue
earned by telecom companies.

Telecom companies and
government had entered into a
dispute over ascertaining rev-
enue calculation. 
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Troubled Vodafone Idea has
written to the telecom

department expressing its
inability to pay full AGR dues
unless the government takes
urgent measures, including
allowing staggered payment,
reduction in levies and imple-
mentation of floor prices in the
crisis-ridden sector.

The letter to the commu-
nications ministry comes at a
time when the company is
confronted with AGR dues of
over �53,000 crore and has paid
a mere 7 per cent of its liabili-
ties so far.

Warning that it is “not in a
sound financial state”, Vodafone
Idea said the company would
be in a position to meet its lia-
bilities only if the government
initiates steps including allow-
ing set offs for GST credit
accumulated so far, and per-
mitting staggered mechanism
for payment of balance amount
of interest, penalty, and inter-
est on penalty. It said adjust-
ment of GST credit due from
the Government could 
help in meeting its AGR 
payment.
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Vodafone Idea Ltd (VIL)
has told the government

that it is unable to pay Supreme
Court mandated �53,000 crore
dues and sought state support
to survive the crisis, a con-
tention that was supported by
industry association COAI.

With the crucial meeting of
DCC likely to be held on
Friday to discuss relief mea-
sures for the AGR-hit industry,
VIL has made a strong push for
setting off �8,000 crore of GST
credits and a three-year mora-
torium on payment of the
remaining amount which
should be staggered over 15
years at a simple interest rate of
6 per cent.

It has also sought drastic
cut in licence fee and fixing of
a minimum price of calls and
data.

VIL, which had last week
paid �3,500 crore out of the
outstanding dues, in a letter to
the Department of
Telecommunications (DoT)
said it is “not in a sound finan-
cial state” to settle the dues and
sought “urgent support from
the government”.
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The coronavirus outbreak
may negatively impact

global growth by 30 basis
points or $250 billion, industry
body PHDCCI said on
Thursday.

PHDCCI President DK
Aggarwal said disruptions in
the global supply chains will
not only hit China’s exports but
also the exports of the import-
ing countries as they import a
large chunk of raw materials
and intermediate goods from
China while exporting to other
respective destinations.

“At this juncture, we need
to boost our domestic con-
sumption demand and domes-
tic capacities to mitigate the
likely impact of coronavirus on
global trade,” said Aggarwal,
adding that sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, solar and iron
and steel have been facing dis-
ruptions in imports of raw
materials from China due to
the outbreak of the virus.

According to Aggarwal, as
China is a major player in glob-
al trade, contributing around
13 per cent in world merchan-
dise exports.
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The government was “steadi-
ly but clearly” moving

towards a less regressive taxa-
tion system and removing the
criminal angles which are
unwanted in every Act dealing
with tax issues, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said on Thursday.

“Eventually, we hope to
have in India a simplified tax-
ation structure, completely
reduced rates of taxation, and
therefore an easy-to-comply
system. So as regards taxation
we went in that route.

“Now, if you notice, as we
are talking of removing or
reducing the personal income
tax, we removed the dividend
Distribution Tax totally. So
every time we are taking a step
towards simplifying, we are
removing that which is seen as
a double taxation, or a regres-
sive taxation,” Sitharaman said
during an interaction with
traders and industry represen-
tatives here on the Union
Budget 2020-21.

The Finance Minister, who
was accompanied by Finance

Secretary Rajeev Kumar, DEA
Secretary Atanu Chakraborty,
Revenue Secretary A.B. Pandey
and SBI Chairman Rajnish
Kumar, said it was a part of
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s reform-mindedness
when dealing with businesses.

“We are steadily but clear-
ly moving towards less regres-
sive system.”

Responding to queries
from the businesspeople, she
said it was also the govern-
ment’s clear cut policy to
remove elements which intro-
duce the criminality angle to
even a civil omission or com-
mission as regards business
laws.

“So I think even within the
first six months of the present
tenure, we have, in one or two
Acts, very clearly diluted the
criminality angle and in some
cases clearly removed them
also.

“Even as we speak, there is
work going on to look at the
Companies Act to see what are
the provisions in which crim-
inalisation is coming up and we
are trying to remove them,” she
said. 
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Union Communications
Minister Ravi Shankar

Prasad on Thursday announced
that India Post Payments Bank
(IPPB) now has 2 crore cus-
tomers under its ambit.

“In August last year, IPPB
had reached the landmark of 1
crore customers in just its first
year of operations. The next 1
crore customers have been
acquired and onboarded in
just 5 months. On an average,
IPPB has been opening/main-
taining a run rate of 33 lakh
accounts per quarter,” an offi-
cial statement said.

With the launch of Aadhaar
Enabled Payment System
(AePS) Services in September
2019, IPPB has now become the
single largest platform in the
country for providing inter-
operable banking services to the
customers of any bank, it said,
adding that with AePS ser-
vices any common person with
a bank account linked to
Aadhaar can perform basic
banking services such as cash
withdrawals and balance
enquiry irrespective of the bank
they hold their account with.

Paris: Chinese telecom giant
Huawei said on Thursday that
it would begin manufacturing
radio equipment for next-gen-
eration 5G networks in France.
The 200-million-euro (USD
218-million) facility will
employ 500 people and pro-
duce equipment for the
European market, Huawei
chairman Liang Hua told a
press conference in Paris. The
announcement comes two
weeks after France said it would
not bow to American pressure
to exclude Huawei from sup-
plying equipment for its 5G
networks — a stance also taken
by Britain. AFP
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Sebi on Thursday slapped a
total fine of �5 crore on fugi-

tive Mehul Choksi, Gitanjali
Gems and another individual
for violating various regula-
tions, including listing norms,
in connection with a massive
fraud on state-run lender PNB.

Choksi, promoter and
managing director of Gitanjali
Gems, is the maternal uncle of
Nirav Modi, who is also facing
charges for defrauding state-
run Punjab National Bank
(PNB) of over �14,000 crore.

Both Choksi and Modi
fled India after the PNB scam
came to light in early 2018.
While Choksi is said to be in
Antigua, Modi is lodged in a
British jail and has challenged
India’s extradition request.

In its order, Sebi said it is
imposing a fine totalling �5
crore on Choksi, Gitanjali
Gems and Dhanesh Sheth, the
executive director of Gitanjali.

“... The default is grave
and the gravity of this matter
cannot be ignored,” Sebi said.

It quoted a communication
from PNB that it had reported
to the RBI total fraud of over
�11,394 crore in case of unau-
thorized issuance of LOUs,
foreign letters of credit and
inland letter of guarantees in
the group accounts of Nirav
Modi Group and Gitanjali
Group and in the account of
one Chandri Paper & Allied
Products Pvt Ltd.

The overall fraud size is
said to be even larger at over
�14,000 crore.
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India’s domestic gas demand
is at an inflection point and

is expected to see a 66 per cent
volume growth over the next
five years, primarily driven by
sustained weak LNG prices, as
per a report. Gas demand is
expected to rise from 148 mil-
lion standard cubic meters per
day in 2018-19 to 250 mmscmd
by FY25, Elara Securities said
in a report.

The bulk of the incremen-
tal demand will come from city
gas distribution (CGD) opera-
tions being rolled out in 400
districts. As much as 52
mmscmd of additional demand
will come from retailing of
CNG to automobiles and piped
natural gas to industries and
households, it said. Another 35
mmscmd is to come from the
power sector and 15 mmscmd
from fertilizer plants.

“Domestic gas demand is
at an inflection point and we
expect 66 per cent volume
growth or 102 mmscmd over
the next five years, given an
environment of sustained weak
LNG prices, owing to a global
supply glut and muted demand
from China, which has been
aggravated by the coronavirus
outbreak,” it said.
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Washington: President Donald
Trump faces a critical person-
al challenge in grappling with
the new coronavirus outbreak:
asking Americans to believe
him after he and some of his
top advisers have contradicted
federal scientists in playing
down the threat.

Keenly aware of the stakes
not just for public health but
also his credibility, Trump con-
ducted a lengthy press confer-
ence Wednesday evening
aimed at reassuring everyone
that he has the crisis well in
hand.

Trump surrounded himself
with his administration’s top
health experts. And he encour-
aged Americans to be pre-
pared for the virus’ potential
spread.

But he continued to mini-
mize the risk, saying the out-
break “may get a little bigger;
it may not get bigger at all.” And

he continued to distance him-
self from the stated opinion of
public health officials that it’s
inevitable the virus will spread
within the United States.

As businesses, schools and
people in general think about
preparing, the X-factor may be

an unpredictable president who
has clashed repeatedly with
scientists in his own adminis-
tration and tends to see any cri-
sis through the lens of his own
reelection chances.

“I don’t think it’s
inevitable,” Trump said at the

news conference, where he
announced Vice President
Mike Pence would lead the
administration’s response to
the outbreak. “I think it has a
chance that it could get worse.
There is a chance you can get
fairly substantially worse. But

nothing’s inevitable.” He also
said he had recently learned
that thousands die from the flu
each year, contrasting that to
the coronavirus.

After two days of the stock
market tumbling, Trump took
to Twitter Wednesday morning

to blame the media and
Democrats for causing undue
alarm and harming American
financial markets.

He singled out MSNBC
and CNN for “doing everything
possible to make the
Caronavirus look as bad as pos-

sible, including panicking mar-
kets, if possible,” and added that
“incompetent Do Nothing
Democrat comrades are all
talk, no action.” 

He blamed part of this
week’s stock market slide on
people’s reaction to Tuesday

night’s Democratic debate and
the possibility one of those can-
didates might replace him.
And Trump acknowledged that
the outbreak could “have an
impact on GDP” but insisted
that the U.S. Economy is still
“doing great.”  AP
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Beijing: The virulence of the
novel coronavirus continues to
show a declining trend in China
which reported 29 new fatalities,
the lowest in weeks, taking the
death toll to 2,744 while the con-
firmed cases climbed to 78,497,
officials said on Thursday.

The country’s National
Health Commission (NHC) said
it received reports 433 new con-
firmed cases of the coronavirus
infection and 29 deaths on

Wednesday from 31 provin-
cial-level regions on the main-
land. Among the deaths, 26
were from the epicentre of the
virus Hubei province and its
capital Wuhan and one each
from Beijing, Heilongjiang and
Henan, it said.

In Hubei province alone
2,641 people died due to the
virus since it erupted in
December last year including
2,104 fatalities in Wuhan. PTI
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Dubai: A state-owned newspaper in Iran says
Masoumeh Ebtekar, a vice president in the
Islamic Republic and a spokeswoman for the
1979 hostage-takers, has the new coronavirus.

The report came from the English-lan-
guage IRAN daily newspaper via its Twitter
account.

Ebtekar was known during the hostage
crisis as “Mary”.  The report comes as other
top officials in Iran’s Shiite theocracy have
caught the virus. AFP
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seven new deaths from coro-
navirus over the past 24 hours,
the health ministry said
Thursday, taking the overall
toll to 26, the highest outside
China.

An additional 106 con-
firmed infections took the
total number of cases so far to
245, ministry spokesman
Kianoush Jahanpour told a
daily briefing.  AFP
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who contracted the new
coronavirus and was
released from hospital
after recovering has test-
ed positive again, offi-
cials said Thursday.

The case is the first
time a patient apparently
cleared of the virus has
subsequently tested pos-
itive for it, a local official
in Osaka said.

The woman in her
40s was first confirmed as

infected with the coron-
avirus on January 29.

She was working as a
guide on a tour bus with
tourists from Wuhan, the
epicentre of the outbreak,
in January. The driver of
the bus was also diag-
nosed with the virus.

After being dis-
charged from hospital she
tested negative for the
virus on February 6,
although she still had a
cough at the time.

She had no symp-
toms a week later, but
returned to the doctor on
February 21 complaining
of a sore throat and chest
pains.

On Wednesday, she
tested positive for the
coronavirus for a second
time, officials said. At
least 186 people in Japan
have so far contracted
the virus, with four deaths
in the country linked to
the outbreak. AFP
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Paris: President Emmanuel
Macron said on Thursday that
France was preparing for a jump
in the number of coronavirus
cases, adding “we are going to
have to deal with it as best we
can.” 

“We are facing a crisis, an
epidemic that is coming,”
Macron said while visiting staff
at the La Pitie-Salpetriere hos-
pital in Paris, where the first
French person carrying the
new coronavirus died Tuesday.

“We know that we’re only
at the beginning... We’re going
to try with all our caretakers
to make the right decisions,”
Macron said alongside Health

Minister Olivier Veran.
“You had a case here... I

know this affected many of
your teams,” he said, pledging to
address the crisis “truthfully” so
that measures can be taken
“calmly”. France has reported 18
cases so far and two deaths,
including an 80-year-old
Chinese tourist who was the first
casualty of the virus reported
outside Asia. AFP
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Tokyo: Japan’s Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe on
Thursday urged schools
nationwide to close for sev-
eral weeks to prevent the
spread of the new coron-
avirus, as authorities report-
ed the country’s fourth death
linked to the outbreak.

The move comes as crew
members from the Diamond
Princess, a coronavirus-
stricken cruise ship quaran-
tined off Japan, began leav-
ing the vessel where more
than 700 people have tested
positive for the disease.

“The government con-
siders the health and safety
of children above anything
else,” Abe said. AFP
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Washington: Donald Trump
has said he was considering
US travel restrictions on
Italy and South Korea over
coronavirus fears, adding
the situation would not
inevitably worsen in the
United States.

The president’s opti-
mism about containing the
pathogen contradicted a
senior health official in his
own administration and
came as authorities said they
had identified the first case
of unknown origin in the
United States. AFP
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Riyadh: Saudi Arabia on
Thursday suspended visas
for visits to Islam’s holiest
sites for the “umrah” pil-
grimage, an unprecedented
move triggered by coron-
avirus fears that raises ques-
tions over the annual hajj.

The kingdom, which
hosts millions of pilgrims
every year in the cities of
Mecca and Medina, also
suspended visas for tourists
from countries with report-
ed infections as fears of a
pandemic deepen.

Saudi Arabia, which so
far has reported no cases of
the virus but has expressed
alarm over its spread in
neighbouring countries, said
the suspensions were tem-
porary.

But it provided no time-
frame for when they will be
lifted, and the decision left
tens of thousands of pilgrims
preparing to visit the king-
dom from around the world
in limbo. AFP
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Geneva: Religious minorities
in Pakistan continue to face vio-
lence and repeated attacks on
their places of worship 

and government’s failure to
amend the blasphemy law pro-
visions led to violence against
them, UN rights chief Michelle
Bachelet said on Thursday.

Bachelet, the UN High
Commissioner for Human
Rights, briefing the ongoing
43rd Session of the Human
Rights Council in Geneva on
human rights developments
around the world, mentioned
the case of Junaid Hafeez, a uni-
versity lecturer in Pakistan, who
has been sentenced to death in
December for blasphemy.

“Religious minorities in
Pakistan continue to face vio-

lence, repeated attacks on their
places of worship, and discrim-
ination in law and practice,”
Bachelet said. “The Government,
despite recommendations from
international human rights
mechanisms, has not amended
or repealed blasphemy law pro-
visions which have led to vio-
lence against religious minorities,
as well as to arbitrary arrests and
prosecution,” the former Chilean
president said in a statement on
Pakistan’s controversial blasphe-
my law. “The death penalty
remains mandatory for blas-
phemy, and in December, the
Multan Court sentenced Junaid
Hafeez to death on a blasphemy
charge, in contravention of inter-
national human rights law,” she
said. PTI
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Minister Sheikh Hasina on
Thursday told her party lead-
ers that the mosquito, despite
being a small insect, is quite
powerful and they should not
allow it to take a toll on their
popularity among voters.

Speaking at the oath-taking
ceremony for the newly-elect-
ed mayors and councillors of
Dhaka, Hasina told them to
find ways to keep the mosqui-
to menace in check, bdnews24
news website reported.

“You must make sure the
mosquito menace does not
take a toll on your popularity
and reduce the number of
votes. Despite being a small
insect, the mosquito is quite
powerful,” she said.

Hasina asked the public
representatives to ensure equal
services for all citizens and alle-
viate their sufferings by con-
trolling the mosquito menace.

“Sometimes you confront
multiple problems at the same
time. Right now, we’re facing
the risks of coronavirus; dengue
was another problem just days
ago. We need to destroy the
mosquito breeding grounds,”
she said.

Last year, Bangladesh faced
its worst-ever dengue fever
outbreak as hospitals were
flooded with patients, putting
a severe strain on the country’s
already overwhelmed medical
system. PTI
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Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia’s
interim leader Mahathir
Mohamad on Thursday said
Parliament will pick a new
prime minister next week fol-
lowing the collapse of the rul-
ing alliance and that snap elec-
tions will be called if the vote
ends in an impasse.

Mahathir, who met the
king earlier on Thursday, said
the monarch couldn’t find a
candidate with a clear majori-
ty to lead the nation after con-
sulting all 222 lawmakers over
the last two days. As such, he
said the king decided to have
the lower house of Parliament
vote on a new leader on March
2.

“If the lower house fails to
find a person with the majori-
ty, then we will have to go for
a snap election,” he told a news

conference.
A failed bid by Mahathir’s

supporters to form a new gov-
ernment without his designat-
ed successor, Anwar Ibrahim,
and Mahathir’s shock resigna-
tion on Monday broke apart the
ruling alliance less than two
years after it defeated a cor-
ruption-tainted coalition that
had led the country for 61 years.

Both Mahathir and Anwar
are vying for the premiership,
renewing a political feud that
stretches back more than two
decades.

“The king is obviously
being very cautious. He decid-
ed not to give Anwar or
Mahathir to form a government
and let the MPs decide,” said
James Chin, head of the Asia
Institute at Australia’s University
of Tasmania. “This means horse

trading will carry on all week-
end until Monday morning.” 

Anwar was Mahathir’s
deputy in the 1990s during
Mahathir’s first stint as prime
minister, but he was sacked fol-
lowing a power struggle and
later jailed on sodomy and
corruption charges that he said
were trumped up. 

Anwar led a reform move-
ment that helped build a fledg-
ling opposition but was jailed a
second time for sodomy in
2014 in a move he said was
aimed at killing his political
career.

Mahathir, who retired in
2003 after 22 years in power,
made a comeback in 2016,
spurred by anger over a massive
graft scandal involving a state
investment fund.  AP
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Berlin: Germany’s highest court on Thursday
upheld a ban on headscarves for Muslim
trainee lawyers in courts, finding that the
requirement of maintaining religious neutral-
ity was justified.

The Federal Constitutional Court’s ruling
came after a Frankfurt-born German-
Moroccan legal trainee filed a challenge to
Hesse state’s rules. In the western state, trainees
who keep their headscarves on are not allowed
to take on tasks in which they may be seen to
be acting as representatives of the judiciary or
the state. This means for instance that head-
scarf-wearing trainees are not allowed to sit on
the judges’ bench as they observe proceedings
like other trainees, but would need to follow
the process from the floor. AFP
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Geneva: A team preparing for UN rights chief
Michelle Bachelet’s possible visit to the tightly con-
trolled Muslim-majority Chinese region of Xinjiang
this year should be given “unfettered access”, she said
on Thursday.

In a speech in Geneva, Bachelet welcomed the
invitation from China to tour the region but
added: “We will continue to request unfettered access
for an advance team in preparation for this proposed
visit”.

“We will seek to analyse in depth the human
rights situation in China, including the situation of
members of the Uighur minority,” she said, address-
ing the UN Human Rights Council. AFP
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India entered the semifinals of the
women’s T20 World Cup after
Shafali Verma’s 34-ball 46 fol-

lowed by a superlative performance
from the bowlers helped the team
notch up a narrow four-run win over
New Zealand here on Thursday.

Invited to bat, India posted a
below-par 133 for eight in the group
A match with Shafali top-scoring
with a 34-ball 46 and Taniya Bhatia
chipping in with a 25-ball 23.

They, however, produced a dis-
ciplined performance with the ball to
restrict New Zealand to 129 for six
and register their third successive win
in the tournament and seal a last-four
spot.

With this win, India topped
Group A, having beaten Australia
and Bangladesh in their last two out-
ing.

“It is a great feeling when your
team is performing like that,” India
skipper Harmanpreet Kaur said after
the match.

“We did the same mistakes, we
got a good start in the first 10 overs
and we didn’t carry the momentum.
We did bowl well in patches and
some times, we were not up to the
mark and have to focus on those
areas,” she added.

Defending a below-par total,
India introduced spin straight away
but Deepti Sharma bled 12 runs with
opener Rachel Priest (12) hitting her
for two boundaries.

But experienced pacer Shikha
Pandey removed Priest in the next

over when she had her caught at mid
wicket.

With Shikha and left-arm spin-
ner Rajeshwari Gayakwad bowling in
tandem, New Zealand played with
caution to reach 28 for one.

Back into the attack, Deepti
then cleaned up Bates with a beau-
ty of a delivery as New Zealand
slipped to 30 for two.

Poonam Yadav and Radha Yadav
then mounted the pressure on the
Kiwis and soon the Black Caps were
34 for 3 when the former dismissed
skipper Sophie Devine (14).addy

Green (24) and Katey Martin (25)
then tried to resurrect the innings
with a 36-ball 43-run stand.

However, Gayakwad returned to
remove Green, who danced down the
pitch only to end up with an outside
edge as Bhatia did the rest.

Radha then dismissed Martin to
leave New Zealand at 90 for 5 in 16.3
overs.

Needing 44 off 21 balls, Kerr (34)
blasted four boundaries to accumu-
late 18 runs in the penultimate over
bowled by Poonam to bring the
equation down to 16 off six balls.
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�������������Ajinkya Rahane
wants to take on the New
Zealand pace battery with more
intent in the second Test and his
foolproof strategy includes
countering the awkward angles
which became a nightmare for
Indian batsmen during the first
Test.

Rahane, who top-scored
with 46 in the first innings of the
opening Test, is hopeful that a
turnaround will happen on a
green top at the Hagley Oval,
which he reckons will be better
for batting compared to the one
they got in Wellington.

“I am not saying (we have
to be) more aggressive but hav-
ing that intent and clear mind-
set will help us,” Rahane told
reporters on Thursday.

New Zealand pacers Trent
Boult, Tim Southee and Kyle
Jamieson used the short ball lib-
erally after coming wide of the
crease with an angle that was
disconcerting for the batsmen.

“I think they used that

angle really well in Wellington.
Bowling wide of the crease or
from the centre, they changed
angles while bowling the short
balls. I think their plan was com-
pletely clear.

“As a batsman, if you going
to think about a particular shot,
then you need to back yourself
and play that shot. You cannot
doubt yourself. We need to for-
get what happened in
Wellington,” the Indian vice-
captain said.

According to Rahane, the
two net sessions at the Hagley
Oval is being used to practice
negating the awkward angles
that Neil Wagner and company
can create.

“That’s what I said: try and
learn what mistakes we did as a
group, what can we learn. I think
we have to practice those angles.
We had a practice session and
we have one more tomorrow.
And you have to practice that
and trust your ability in the mid-
dle,” Rahane said in a reassur-

ing tone.
While net sessions are

important, it’s the instincts in
match situations that counts, he
said.

“But to change or adjust
those angles there are times you
need to be instinctive while you
are batting. It can mean stand-
ing on off-stump, or standing
outside the crease or staying
deep inside the crease - like if it
is a pitch for cut shot then you
can stand deeper in the crease.
This is the mental side of the
game,” Rahane said.

“For me, as a batsman it is
important you show your intent
to the bowler, if you stand in one
spot then the bowler doesn’t
need to change anything. These
are small things we have been
working on in practice and
how to use the crease and the
angles.  Doesn’t matter how
much you practice you must
trust or have the belief to be able
to do it in the middle,” he
added. PTI
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Virat Kohli will be itching to make a
comeback in the second Test and the

best chance for New Zealand will be to
exploit the sideways movement which can
spell trouble for the Indian captain, feels
opener Tom Latham.

Kohli had an indifferent tour of New
Zealand so far. He was out for 2 and 19 in
the first Test in Wellington.

“When Virat comes out to bat we will be
ready. He is a quality player and there is a
reason why he is up around that No 1 rank
for such a period of time,” Latham said at
the media conference on Thursday.

“He has done it for long time and done
it in all conditions. If the surface is conducive
to sideways movement we will try and
exploit that,” said Latham.

Jasprit Bumrah and Mohammed Shami
might have had a below par game in
Wellington but Latham said they remain
world class bowlers and the team would be
certainly wary of them.

“We have played those guys really well
in the first Test. But they are World class per-
formers and we will be wary of them.
Certainly they would be on top of their game
and if we play well it will give us a good
chance. We need to be consistent for long
periods,” he said.

Latham is sure that Neil Wagner’s come-
back will add firepower to the side.

“I haven’t yet seen him but when he
rocks up for training he will be absolutely
fizzing up to get going and obviously he will
be raring to go. He is been a quality per-
former for a number of years for us,”
Latham said.

The Hagley Oval surface will have
bounce and Latham expects Wagner to be
more than a handful.

“It’s something that Neil has obviously
been so good at for so long and he is sec-
ond to none in terms of accuracy.

“He is a short guy and that makes him
harder to play. If the surface is up for that
plan he will be looking to go round with
that.”

The first day will be important reckoned
Latham.

“Generally, it’s a good surface and sur-
faces in NZ have been on the greener side
at the start and then flatten out. So we need
to do well on day one.”
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Young opener Prithvi Shaw
missed Thursday’s train-

ing session due to a swelling
on his left foot, increasing
Indian team management’s
worries ahead of the second
Test against New Zealand
beginning on Saturday.

According to sources,
Shaw will undergo a blood test
on Thursday to ascertain the
reason of the swelling.

In case the medical report
is favourable, a call will be
taken during Friday’s practice
session on his availability for
the second Test. If Shaw is not
comfortable while batting, he
will not make it to the playing
XI.

Shubman Gill had a good
net session on Thursday and
it is expected that he would be

asked to open the innings
alongside Mayank Agarwal if
Shaw is unable to make it.

During Thursday’s nets,
head coach Ravi Shastri was
seen paying extra attention to
Gill’s session. At one point,
Shastri walked up to Gill and
was seen giving some techni-
cal inputs about footwork to
Gill and what's required to
check his uppish drives.

The Indian team man-
agement is hopeful that the
swelling will not be a serious
concern for Shaw.

The Mumbai opener did-
n't even take part in the cus-
tomary warm-up session
where players had a good
time playing touch rugby.

Shaw had a poor outing in
the first Test in Wellington,
getting dismissed cheaply in
both the innings.
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Alyssa Healy and Beth
Mooney hit attacking half-

centuries in a dominating 151-
run opening stand as Australia
hammered Bangladesh by 86
runs in their ICC Women’s T20
World Cup match, here on
Thursday.

The partnership between
Healy (83) and Mooney (81 not
out) is Australia’s highest for
any wicket at the Women’s T20
World Cup.

Australia’s 189 for one, the
highest total of the tournament,
proved too much for Bangladesh
who could manage only 103 for
nine.
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PRITHVI SKIPS PRACTICE
WITH SWOLLEN FOOT
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Wicket-keeper batswoman
Taniya Bhatia says the

Indian team has got better at read-
ing and handling different situa-
tions, which was evident during
the recent tri-series in Australia.

India on Thursday became
the first team to seal a semifinal
spot at the T20 World Cup follow-
ing a narrow four-run win over
New Zealand here.

“In the last 12 to 14 months,
we have improved a lot as a unit.
We’re in a really positive position.
We’ve been playing well ever
since the tri-series. I think we’ve
got a lot better as a team in work-
ing out how to handle and read
situations well,” Bhatia said at the
post-match press conference.

“The results are in our favour,

but we need to keep up the
momentum. If we do that, we will
do well and hopefully we can win
the final,” Bhatia added.

Bhatia is optimistic that their
batters will definitely come good
in the remaining matches of the
tournament.

“We’re playing well, it’s just
one or two odd games where our
batters failed to perform. Shafali
is giving us a good start and the
rest of us batters will take up
responsibility,” she said.

Bhatia said she is open to bat
at any position for the team's
cause.

“I can bat well up the order
and I know I’m capable of scor-
ing runs there,” she said.

India will play Sri Lanka in
their last Group A game on
Saturday. 
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������+���Wasim Jaffer, a domestic cricket
giant, says unless the Indian batsmen build on
their starts and put a big total on the board,
bouncing back in the Test series against New
Zealand will be extremely difficult.

“Virat has a lean patch for a while, so I am
expecting him to come back stronger. Pujara
needs some runs under his belt. Most impor-
tantly they need to convert their starts into three
figures, if that dosen’t happen and if we don’t
put score of 350-400 runs then it is difficult,”
Jaffer told PTI.

“In 200-250 (runs) you can’t win a Test
match unless there is much help from the pitch.
When we bat first or bat second, we need to
score 400-450 runs,” Jaffer said.

“They kept our run-rate in check and kept
our batsmen under pressure for long periods.
I felt that in the first innings the conditions were
favourable for bowlers, but they worked out an
strategy of bouncers and we should have bat-
ted better in the second innings. To get out both
times under 200 is unlike the number one Test
team,” he said. PTI

Aggressive intent & clear mindset against pace will help us: Rahane
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Arelationship is defined
as a connection
between two people,
whether by blood,

marriage, or emotion. It’s a
rather perfunctory relationship
that is built on blood only; a
deeper and more fulfilling rela-
tionship is one built on emotion,
even if its circumstances are
based in blood. Building a
meaningful relationship means
emotionally connecting with
the other person, getting to
know and understand him or
her.

Most parents want to devel-
op a close, lasting bond with
their children which go beyond
the years a child lives in the
home. Having a relationship
with children which transcends
time begins early in a child’s life
as the heart of the child bonds
with the heart of the parent.

It is a great plus if they enjoy
your hobbies, but you will have
better success in connecting if
you do the things with them
they enjoy most. Don’t try to cre-
ate a clone of you. When they
begin making choices for them-
selves, learn to love their activ-
ities and play times.

Children cannot handle or
understand stress the way adults
can. They just know when they
want or need their parents.
Make sure you are available as
much as possible when the
desire strikes them. We made

sure our boys knew they were
never an interruption and we
were always there when needed.
This meant building our sched-
ule around time planned with
them.

In a well-connected rela-
tionship between parent and
child, there is a beautiful give-
and-take and flow, a high level
of trust, and genuine respect and
in any relationship you want to
build stronger, it is up to you to
make the first move.

There are a couple of things
that are often seen get in the way
when a parent is trying to con-
nect and reconnect with a child
and build a stronger relationship.
The first is the parent not hon-
estly evaluating how supportive
he or she is of connecting oppor-
tunities when they appear. Think
about the flow of your relation-
ship with your children as it sits
right now.

But don’t do these things
passively; passionately spend
this time observing and learning
more about them. Creating a
strong base of trust to build a
relationship on is not about
putting in time with your child
but about using that time to
actually learn who your child is:
the activities she enjoys, the food
she likes to eat, the kinds of
clothes she prefers to wear – and
the whys behind those answers.
What are the signs that she is
hungry or tired? What kind of

humour does she enjoy? What
kind does she have? Does she
have a favourite seat by the TV?

Does she like to go out-and-
about regularly or does she pre-
fer spending time at home?

If your child doesn’t like
apples, don’t continue to offer
him apples. Offer up his
favourite seat if he comes to
watch TV and you happen to be
sitting there. Offer to take him
to the park regularly if you
know he likes to get out; and
don’t if you learn he does not.
Don’t offer advice while playing

games together if you know he
doesn’t like that. Bring him his
favourite snack, or pick him up
a t-shirt you’re quite sure he’ll
like as an impromptu gift. Show
him that you understand him.
To build a relationship with your
child is to connect with him as
he truly is, not with an idealised
version of a child you have in
your mind.

Your child wants to be just
like you, so working together
builds not only your relationship,
but also confidence and compe-
tence. Making things together—

cooking, baking, cleaning, wash-
ing dishes, setting the table and
crafting particular objects with
the recipient in mind are both
bonding activities and a lot of
fun. Simple activities, whether
inside or outside, that have a
work ethic can make your child
feel that she is growing up to be
just like you.

Parents sometimes find
themselves worrying whether
they’re interfering too much or
too little in their children’s
friendships. But a parent’s rela-
tionship with his or her child is

a child’s first friendship, and may
form the foundation for future
relationships. New research sug-
gests that a strong parent-child
relationship can actually boost
friendships in young children,
and that kids who have secure
attachments with their parents
are more likely to be positive and
friendly toward new friends.

A child develops his or her
attachment style in the first
year of life. Children whose
parents sensitively and quickly
respond to their children’s needs
are more likely to produce
securely attached children.
Researchers can evaluate a child’s
attachment style by watching
how he or she reacts when the
parent leaves the room and
then returns.

Kids who had secure attach-
ments to their parents seemed
to like their peers more on the
first meeting, even if the child
being evaluated was prone to
socially problematic behaviours
such as anger. Researchers noted
that securely attached children
seemed more open to requests
made by their peers, and that
this effect was only under-
mined when the child’s peer dis-
played high levels of anger.

Attachment continues to
be an important element of chil-
dren’s health and well-being,
and some parents have even
adopted a parenting style called

attachment parenting that advo-
cates close contact with babies,
extended breastfeeding, and co-
sleeping. You do not have to
commit to attachment parent-
ing to help your child form
strong attachments, though.

Respond quickly to his or
her cries for help and attention-
seeking behaviours, remain con-
sistent, and avoid sudden dis-
plays of anger or frustration,
touch your baby frequently,
and hold him or her as much as
you can, do not try to avoid
“spoiling” your baby; this would
not happen, talk to your baby
and focus on making and sus-
taining eye contact and let your
baby take the lead and assert his
or her needs, rather than forc-
ing certain play activities or
emotional responses on him or
her.

We sometimes had to gen-
tly guide them and we even dis-
tracted them from some friends,
but we wanted them to love
everyone. Be patient with them.
They should not be expected to
have the maturity of an adult
yet. They will make mistakes
and will not always make the
decisions you want them to
make. Help them form good
values then honour their abili-
ty to make choices while you are
still there to help them recover
when they make bad ones.
They’ll need good decision
making skills for a lifetime.
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Kevin De Bruyne orchestrat-
ed a dramatic Manchester
City comeback on

Wednesday as they stunned Real
Madrid 2-1 at the Santiago
Bernabeu to put one foot in the
Champions League quarter-finals.

Madrid looked on course to
edge a cagey contest after Isco’s
smart finish early in the second
half, but De Bruyne teed up Gabriel
Jesus in the 78th minute and then
tucked away a penalty five minutes
later.

A pulsating finish saw Sergio
Ramos sent off for preventing
Jesus from going clear and Madrid’s

captain will now be banned for the
second leg at the Etihad Stadium
on March 17.

City’s two away goals will
make them heavy favourites to go
through, even if manager Pep
Guardiola was quick to discourage
complacency.

“It’s still not over,” he said. “If
there is one team that can over-
come this it is this club (Real
Madrid) with their experience
and their history.”

“We know the situation,” said
Real Madrid manager Zinedine
Zidane. “We have to go there and
win.”

Madrid have now won only
one of their last five games, with the

Clasico against Barcelona in La
Liga to come on Sunday.

“We are on a bad run but we
have to get ourselves out of it,” said
Zidane. “Sunday is a chance to
change.”

STRIKERS ON BENCH
Guardiola sprung a surprise by

picking De Bruyne up front and
leaving Raheem Sterling, Sergio
Aguero and Fernandinho all on the
bench.

“We played without a proper
striker because of the way they
defend,” said Guardiola.

“They are so aggressive down
the middle and when that happens
you have to make the pitch wide.”

His gamble paid off hand-
somely, even if Nicolas Otamendi
made the mistake that led to Isco’s
opener while an injury to Aymeric
Laporte meant Fernandinho had to
be introduced midway through the
first half.

Laporte must now be doubt-
ful for Sunday’s League Cup final
against Aston Villa.

RAMOS RED
City enjoyed their best

spell after the break.
Casemiro carelessly conced-
ed possession and De Bruyne
tore away, feeding Mahrez,
who cut in and curled wide.
Jesus drove another shot at
Courtois.

Zidane considered a change
and Gareth Bale was warming up
when Madrid took the lead.
Otamendi failed to control a Rodri
pass and Vinicius broke, with Kyle
Walker and Fernandinho rushing
to meet him.

They left Isco free behind
them and Vinicius picked him out,
giving the Spaniard a simple fin-
ish.

The hosts smelt an opportuni-
ty for a second as Dani Carvajal
weaved through and Ramos’s vol-
ley was deflected over by
Fernandino.

Bale came on for Madrid and
Sterling for City. Shortly after, De
Bruyne’s clipped cross was too high

for Ramos at the back post and
Jesus’s header beat a weak right
hand from Courtois to equalise.

Five minutes later, City com-

pleted the turnaround when
Carvajal slid in late on Sterling and
De Bruyne made no mistake from
the spot.
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The national shooting
federation of South

Korea, one of the global
hotbeds of the deadly novel
coronavirus, has asked its
Indian counterpart to make
its position clear on
whether athletes from the
East Asian country would
be allowed at next month’s
ISSF World Cup here.

In a letter to National
Rifle Association of India
(NRAI) President
Raninder Singh, Korea
Shooting Federation
Secretary General Yongjae
Lee has said that shooters
are keen to participate in
the event from March 15 to
26.

“Currently, most of the
Korean athletes are wishing
to acquire Minimum
Qualification Standard at
the ISSF World Cup —
New Delhi. However, there
is a great deal of concern
and worries among athletes
and officials that they
might not be able to partic-
ipate,” Lee said.

“Kindly state your
position regarding
COVID-19,” he added.

Lee said the tickets for
the athletes and officials
have already been booked
and their visa fees have also
been paid.

The letter was prompt-
ed by a February 26 direc-
tive from the Indian
Embassy there in which it
was stated that people com-
ing to India from Korea,
Iran and Italy — all severe-
ly affected by the virus —
after February 10 “may be
quarantined for 14 days on
arrival.”

South Korea has more
than 1700 confirmed cases
of coronavirus and 13 peo-
ple have so far died of the
disease.

Meanwhile, Bahrain
has become the latest coun-
try to pull out of the World
Cup. China, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Macau, North Korea
and Turkmenistan have
already pulled out of the
tournament due to the
virus.
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Steven Gerrard hailed a “fault-
less” Rangers performance as

an impressive 1-0 victory at
Braga on Wednesday booked
their place in the last 16 of the
Europa League, winning 4-2 on
aggregate.

Gerrard has been critical of
his side in recent weeks as they
have fallen 12 points behind
Celtic at the top of the Scottish
Premiership.

But the former Liverpool
captain was bursting with pride
as Ryan Kent scored the only goal
just after the hour mark in
northern Portugal and the visi-
tors should have scored many
more.

“Super proud of the players.
To a man tonight they were out-
standing. I thought they were
faultless, certainly out of posses-
sion,” said Gerrard.

“This is no fluke. This has
come from sheer hard graft.”

Rangers were without top

scorer Alfredo Morelos through
suspension and the absence of the
Colombian could have proved
costly as they missed a host of big
chances before the break.

Kent has been criticised for
his lack of impact when Rangers
have most needed their £7 mil-
lion signing most of late.

However, the former
Liverpool winger produced a
big goal when he had too much

pace for the Braga defence to latch
onto a long ball before firing low
into the far corner.

Rangers’ first win in a
European knockout tie for nine
years means they will be in the
hat for the last-16 draw today.

“We knew there was an
opportunity,” added Gerrard.
“We need to enjoy tonight. We’ll
be really proud when the draw is
made.”
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World number two Rafael Nadal
stepped up his bid for a third ATP

Mexico Open title with an impressive
display of serving and shotmaking to beat
Serbian youngster Miomir Kecmanovic
on early Thurday.

The Spaniard hit 20 winners as he
kept his hopes alive of regaining the top
ranking with a 6-2, 7-5 victory over the
20-year-old Kecmanovic to reach the
quarter-finals at the Acapulco hardcourt
tournament.

“He’s a very dangerous player. Young,
with a lot of power. I’m very pleased with
the victory,” Nadal said.

“I played a very good first set and
that’s important for me. That gives me
confidence.”

Next up for Nadal is Kwon Soon-
woo, who reached his fourth quarter-
final of the month with a 7-6 (7/2), 6-0
upset against eighth-seeded Dusan
Lajovic.
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Young tennis players Dev
V Javia and Vaishnavi

Adkar emerged victorious at
the Roland-Garros Junior
Wild Card Series at the
Delhi Lawn Tennis
Association on Wednesday. 

Tournament ambas-
sador and 4-time Gland
Slam champion Mary Pierce
witnessed the action on the
final day of the tournament
and gave away the coveted
trophies to the winners. The
two players will now travel
to Paris to compete against
their counterparts from
Mexico, Brazil and China in
the Roland-Garros Junior
Qualifiers with a shot to

qualify for the main
draw of the Roland-
Garros Junior
Tournament 2020.

In the Girls’ cat-
egory unseeded
Vaishnavi Adkar and
Sanjana Sirimalla
pulled off upsets
against the top seeds
to reach the final.
The two young play-
ers battled it out in a
tense, three-setter
which went down to
the wire. After losing
the first set 4-6,
Maharashtra girl
Vaishnavi Adkar reg-
istered yet another

gritty comeback to win the
2nd set 6-4. In the third set,
fortunes fluctuated till Adkar
eventually clinched the set 7-
6 (3) in a tie-breaker.

The Boys’ final was a
more straightforward affair
as top seed Dev V Javia
stamped his authority over
the competition once again
to defeat Chirag Duhan 6-2,
6-1. Gujarat player Javia’s
dominant performance
throughout the tournament
saw him clinch the title
without losing a single set in
all three matches. Up and
coming player Duhan put on
a brave display but ulti-
mately proved to be no
match for Javia.
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Leicester manager Brendan
Rodgers is confident Jamie

Vardy will end his current
drought and reach a century
of Premier League goals.

The former England for-
ward, 33, has scored 97 times
in the top-flight but has failed
to find the net in nine match-
es in all competitions.

Rodgers, whose side trav-
el to bottom side Norwich on
Friday, said he had no worries
about Vardy's recent poor for
form. "It is only a matter of
time before he gets back to
scoring goals again," he said.
"He doesn't look like the ner-
vous type to me."

Vardy found the net in
eight successive matches from
mid-October through to early
December but has just one
goal in his past 12 games.

"Sometimes you get a run
like it ,"  Rodgers said.
"Probably when he came back
from his (glute) injury (in late
January) he was maybe not
quite up to speed.

"But I thought against
Manchester City (in Saturday's
1-0 home defeat), you saw the
return of that running power
and speed.

"I have no doubt he will
get the goals and beyond that.
You don't force it, you don't
put the pressure on, he knows
that is his job. As long as he
is contributing, then I'm fine."

Vardy's drought has coin-

cided with Leicester's incon-
sistent form since mid-
December. They have collect-
ed just 15 points from the past
36 on offer.

Former Celt ic boss
Rodgers said his side, third in
the Premier League table,
could not afford to rely on
Vardy's goals.

"You have threats from
various parts of the team,
and for long periods of this
season we had a central threat
with Jamie, and other guys
were working hard, and they
started to contribute, but it's
dried up a little bit," he said.

"It's a team responsibility.
The strikers are important, but
there are other things.

"Look at Roberto Firmino
at Liverpool -- he's scored 10,
but you look at his influence
in the team and what he gives
and allows to the other play-
ers."
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Britain's Dan Evans upset sixth seed
Andrey Rublev 6-2, 7-6 (11/9) on

Thursday to reach the fourth ATP semi-final
of his career with victory at the Dubai
Championships.

World number 37 Evans said the
thought of playing another set after more
than two hours was just too much to con-
sider and worked hard to wrap up victory
in straight sets.

"It was tough, I just hung in at the end
and got through," unseeded Evans said.

"But I just didn't fancy playing anoth-
er set; I think that's what got me through."

The 29-year-old, whose previous last
four appearances came in Zagreb in 2014,
Sydney in 2017 and Delray Beach a year ago,
needed nearly two and a quarter hours to
advance.

He now awaits a Friday opponent as sec-
ond seed Stefanos Tsitsipas plays Jan-

Lennard Struff.
"Semi-finals in any tournament on the

ATP Tour is great," he said.
"It doesn't matter who it's (semi-finals)

against. Everyone is so good here."
Evans faced constant pressure from the

Russian who started this season with an 11-
match win streak, lifting back-to-back tro-
phies in Doha and Adelaide.

Evans needed to battle to earn the open-
ing set, finally taking it after a final game in
which he saved five break points before win-
ning on his third set point.

The second set was equally intense.
Evans was broken while serving for victo-
ry leading a set and 5-4, with Rublev tak-
ing it into a tiebreaker.

Evans missed on his first two match
point chances in the decider before his oppo-
nent sent a return over the baseline to end
it. The victory was the second tight contest
in a row for Evans, who saved three match
points in the previous round.
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Jurgen Klopp recently labelled Juventus
as the favourites to succeed his

Liverpool side as winners of the
Champions League, and Lionel Messi has
also talked up the Italians' chances, but
they looked nothing like contenders to
lift the trophy as Cristiano Ronaldo and
his teammates fired blanks against Lyon
on Wednesday.

Juve will have to come from behind
in the second leg of their last-16 tie on
March 17 after going down 1-0 in
France as a first-half goal by Lucas
Tousart separated the teams.

The French side were worthy win-
ners, despite enduring a mediocre sea-
son in Ligue 1 and only just scraping
through their group. They will be con-
fident of scoring an away goal in Turin,
too.

All the pressure is on the Serie A out-
fit. While their rivals talk them up, those
within the club admit winning the com-
petition is the major objective, although
they have emphasised the importance of
luck in the knockout phase.

"We are very lucky to be able to chase
the Champions League dream, because
if we achieve it, it will be bliss, and if we
don't the journey will have been beauti-
ful," insisted coach Maurizio Sarri on the
eve of the Lyon game.

However, no Juventus supporter, or
director, will agree with that if they do
not improve on their performance in
Lyon.

The Italian league leaders mustered
just one attempt on target, with Ronaldo
unable to continue the form that had seen
him score in each of his first nine
appearances of 2020, and bag 19 goals
since the beginning of December.

He is 35 now, so Juve are in a hurry
to win the Champions League with the
Portugal star, who cost them 100 million
euros ($109 million) from Real Madrid
in 2018, not to mention his astronomi-
cal wages.

- No holding back -
The Italian press did not hold back

on Thursday, with Turin-based sports
daily Tuttosport leading the assault by
complaining that "This is not Juve!"

Meanwhile, Gazzetta dello Sport
asked: "Juve, where are you?" The paper
also warned Sarri "is in trouble".

Skipper Leonardo Bonucci accepted
his side "got it all wrong" while Sarri him-
self admitted his team had been "slow and
sluggish".

Yet there are enough young legs in
the Juventus team -- not least 85.5 mil-
lion-euro centre-back Matthijs de Ligt -
- for them to play with greater energy
than they did against Lyon.

Perhaps there is simply too much
pressure on Juventus, who are desperate
for Champions League success having
lost five finals since last lifting the trophy
in 1996. Along with Paris Saint-Germain
and Bayern Munich, they are also one of
those European mega-clubs whose
domestic dominance has become so
entrenched it is now all about the
Champions League. European failure can
leave any other success feeling rather hol-
low.

Lyon, probably the worst team left in
the competition when the draw for the
last 16 was made, looked transformed on
Wednesday, with Brazilian January sign-
ing Bruno Guimaraes outstanding in
midfield.

However, their coach Rudi Garcia
knows not to get carried away.

"We demonstrated that we are not in
the last 16 purely by chance, but there is
still the second leg to come and it will be
very difficult there," he said.

Home advantage could be decisive
for Juve, who have not lost in front of
their own fans in Turin since Ajax
dumped them out in last season's quar-
ter-finals.

In the round before that they lost 2-
0 at Atletico Madrid only for a Ronaldo
hat-trick to turn the tie around in the
return leg.
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Defender Sandeep Jinghan
and striker Jeje Lalpekhlua

on Thursday returned to the fold
for the 18-day national football
camp ahead of India's FIFA
2022 World Cup qualifier
against Qatar in Bhubaneswar.

India's World Cup qualifier
against Qatar will be played on
March 26.

Jhingan had been sidelined
because of a knee injury which
he sustained six months ago,
while Jeje is returning from a
knee injury he suffered in June
last year.

Lalengmawia, Jerry
Mawihmingthanga, Jeakson
Singh, Liston Colaco, Pratik
Chowdhary, Shubham Sarangi,

Rafique Ali Sardar, Prabhsukhan
Gill, Sumit Rathi, Seriton
Fernandes, Edwin Sydney
Vanspaul are among the ones
who have been handed their first
call-up to the senior team.

A total of 23 player have
been called up in the first phase
of the training camp in
Bhubaneswar on March 9 before
20 other players, from four ISL
semi-finalist teams join on
March 16.

"Time is very crucial for us.
We have planned to utilise the
maximum time possible, so we
want to see as many players as
possible before the Qatar match,"
India's head coach Igor Stimac
said.  

"As some players won't be
able to join the camp because of
their club commitments before
the 16th, we'll use this time to
assess other players."

"Sandesh (Jhingan) and Jeje
(Lalpekhlua) have been long-
standing servers of Indian
national team and I strongly
believe in their abilities. I have
been updated about their current
medical status and we'll monitor
them closely in Bhubaneswar
too," he added.

Jeakson Singh, who etched
his name in Indian football his-

tory following his thunderous
header against Colombia in
the FIFA U17 World Cup at

the JLN Stadium in
October 2017, has also

earned his maiden call-
up for the senior

national team camp.
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�,	
� Cristiano Ronaldo drew a
blank as a Lucas Tousart goal
handed Lyon a surprise 1-0 win
over Juventus in the first leg.

Midfielder Tousart netted in
the 31st minute to give
Lyon a lead to defend when
they head to Turin for the
return on March 17.

The goal came with
Juventus defender Matthijs
de Ligt off receiving treat-
ment, but it was just reward
for an excellent first half by

a Lyon side enduring a mediocre
campaign.

They then survived late
Juventus pressure to claim their
finest European result since defeat-
ing Manchester City in last season’s
group stage.

“It was a top-class first-half
performance from us. It was much
harder in the second half, but I was
happy with how we hung in there,”
said Lyon coach Rudi Garcia.

“I said to the boys that when
you’re at home in the first leg it’s
very important not to concede,

and now we need to go and score
there. We must remain humble, it’s
only half-time."

Maurizio Sarri’s side have
genuine ambitions of winning a
trophy that has evaded Juventus
for almost a quarter of a century
now, but they could not claim a
precious away goal here, with
Paulo Dybala seeing a late effort
disallowed.

“In the first half it was not the
Juve that we know. We didn’t get
going in attack. I am struggling to
understand certain things,” said
Sarri, who thought his team could
have had two penalties.

“We didn’t do enough given
this was a Champions League
match but fortunately we still
have 90 minutes to turn it around.”

The match went ahead before
a full house at the Groupama
Stadium, including around 3,000
Juventus supporters allowed to
attend despite calls from some
French politicians to block their
access amid fears about the spread
of the coronavirus. AFP
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How to rebrand an old con-
cept and link it to the discov-
ery of new destinations,
given the Government’s
intent to develop 17 iconic

tourist destinations? How to get domes-
tic travellers to look for exotica within,
given the Prime Minister’s call to travel
to at least 15 destinations at home? How
to develop a hub and spoke model where
the hinterland of known tourist spots can
be developed as a linked experience?
These were some of the questions that
were answered by panellists Ashwani
Lohani, Ritu Beri, Pronab Sarkar and Anil
Chadha at the inaugural session of the
Exotica Tourism Summit. Moderated by
Dr Chandan Mitra, it explored the pos-
sibilities of a deep-pore look within. 

Unveiling another of his films in the
Virtual Bharat series, filmmaker Bharat
Bala said that the familiar corners of India
evoked different emotions when looked
at through the eyes of its people. His film
on the shabad singers of Amritsar was an
interesting perspective of the holy town.
Highlighting the need for “felt emotion”
to convey a refreshing idea of Incredible
India, he said, “It’s very critical to show-
case what we are doing and how we can
build a new idea for tourism in this coun-
try. A place is not a destination, it’s an
emotion, a story and a culture. You tell a
story, you will find the traveller. When
domestic or international tourists travel
and hear a story, they become a part of
that destination. Almost 20 years ago, I
started Incredible India, all thanks to
Amitabh Kant. It’s time to discover the
new avatar of Incredible India. It has done
a wonderful job of showcasing the diver-
sity of this country but today’s marketing
and advertising needs are different. We
need to move on from typical advertis-
ing and find new ways to reach the audi-
ence. We talk about 5,000 years of her-
itage, at least we can make 1,000 stories
out of them. I have travelled 150 km by
road, discovering India. And what I dis-
cover, I put into films. In September, we
started the new initiative called Virtual
Bharat. It is going to be a repository of
virtual stories of India. To start with, we
decided to do 1,000 stories of the coun-
try. Deeper stories will connect deeper
with the audience and they will have
something to take home as emotion.
When we talk about culture, it is some-
thing you need to win over as an emotion.
When people look at India, they see the
Taj Mahal because they find it as an
embodiment of a great love story. We are
a 5,000 year old country, we don’t need
to hide only behind Taj Mahal. There’s a
lot more to showcase.”

Ashwani Lohani, Ex CMD, Air India,
felt that there is always scope for explo-
ration and rebranding India. “Nobody can
ever beat the impact of tourism in the
country. It is the biggest job creator and
also sways the image of the country. A few
years back, whenever somebody used to
talk about tourism of India, it was always
about international market and footfalls.
Yet the numbers were not encouraging.
The fact is you cannot make tourism a
growth driver till you cater to a domes-
tic market. When I got a chance to head
Madhya Pradesh tourism, I decided to
generate new interest in its diversity.” 

Lohani shared that people have a fair
idea about the places abroad but they are
not aware about the rich culture they have
at home. He said, “We need to start
exploring our own country. Indian
tourism has something on offer for
everyone in every category with all bud-
gets — India on shoestring, India in lux-
ury, the royal India, urban India, the com-
mon man’s India, historical India and
much more. Why not circulate the funds
in our own country for the good of our
own people? There is a need to catalyse
a movement of people within the states.
Tourism is a sector which has a massive
potential to grow. And I feel we are mov-
ing towards that.”

Luxury entrepreneur and fashion
designer Ritu Beri believes in the idea of
India. She understands the value of
being Indian. She tries to promote the
country in everything that she does. “My
first fashion show in Paris was based on
Indian heritage. From culture, designs,
motifs to fabrics and embroidery, every-
thing was Indian. I presented the collec-
tion in Hindi, it had French translations
and the music was Indian too. People
absolutely loved it. The country is very
well accepted abroad,” Ritu said. 

“If I go anywhere in the world wear-
ing Pashmina, people go crazy. Khadi, I
feel, is true luxury because it’s handmade
and today, more and more people are for-
getting the art of handcrafted things. That
is why it’s our strength and we need to
promote it. So when we talk about
tourism of India, it’s the whole concept
of being Indian. I have a 12-year-old
daughter. I am always telling her that
India used to be the richest country in the

world in recorded history. Our country
is very proud of many inventions. From
zero, yoga, geometry, snakes and ladders
to chess, it all comes from India. So why
are we not proud of being Indian or tak-
ing a holiday here? Why are we always
aping the West. Why are we apologetic of
what we stand for. From the Taj Mahal to
Rabindra Nath Tagore to Mahatma
Gandhi, we have a prolific history,” she
added. 

Ritu said that we are all empowered
today to present an India that is richly felt
and authentic. An India that we don’t even
think can exist. “Platforms like these are
very important for first, us Indians, to
accept the fact that we are above the rest
of the world. And then to spread the mes-
sage abroad. I know we can do it togeth-
er,” said she.

Anil Chadha, COO, ITC Hotels, said
that in colleges they always teach you a few

lines — if it is to be, it is up to me.
Somebody has rightly said that the three
biggest drivers in this century are going to
be tele communications, information
technology and tourism. “India has had a
good story so far. Our growth rates have
been better than the world. A lot has been
done by the government. However, there
is still a lot to be done because the num-
bers coming in are much less in compar-
ison to the numbers going out. One big

thing that we all have been speaking about
is domestic tourism. I feel, we should take
pride in our own country. Domestic
tourism is something that has the capabil-
ity to catch the eyeballs of the world mar-
ket. That’s probably the way to move the
international tourism forward,” said
Chadha.

He felt that if we compared ourselves
to certain benchmarks available with ref-
erence to footfalls, India was at one per

cent, China was at three per cent for their
domestic tourism and the US was at six per
cent. “That is exactly where we probably
need to reach. And it has to be a collabo-
rative effort. It has to be a great partner-
ship between the Centre and the states, pri-
vate players and the government.
Everybody has to put their best foot for-
ward,” he says. 

As a hotel chain, for example, Chadha
said that they had the honour of hosting
the US President, Donald Trump. The
hotel was full of Americans. They got to
see motifs of India that the hotel sports in
its decor. “They saw all the artworks and
wanted to know what went into their cre-
ation. So there’s a lot of storytelling that
needs to be done. The travellers are look-
ing for experiences more than anything.
And we need to create that for them. They
want to really get enriched at the destina-
tion they travel, in the hotel they live, in
the food they eat, the clothes they wear, the
mode of transport they use, it’s all getting
experiential day by day,” said Chadha. 

The president of Indian Association
of Tour Operators (IATO), Pronab Sarkar,
has been in this industry for last 45 years.
He felt that the government plays a big-
ger role in the promotion of tourism
because they are the ones framing guide-
lines and all the taxes. “We also have to
include the state government. It is not pos-
sible without their help. India is blessed
with domestic tourism with more than 180
million tourists. We get only 10 million
foreign tourists in comparison, which is
very low. As far as the world scenario is
concerned, it is less than 0.5 per cent. We
don’t even get one per cent of internation-
al tourism. Therefore, there is a huge
scope,” he said. 

Though some of our neighbours are
smaller and have a finite infrastructure,
they have had higher international foot-
falls. “It is very important to state that we
are losing out to our neighbours because
of the highest taxes. I feel, tourism is not
a luxury. It is an economic activity, which
is very important. Domestically, we have
to be very well connected. Our people
must have easy access to reach where they
desire. Everybody has to come together
and make it happen,” said Sarkar.
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Hours long traffic jam in hill stations,
hotels displaying “full” in red on

their gates, internet flooded with pictures
of people forming a beeline for water and
residents left with no adequate resources
due to over-tourism. All these incidents
have become common, especially during
the summer as the temperatures goes up
and more and more visitors head towards
the hill stations. Now the question here
is:  where do we draw the line and where
do we divert the travel addict without
denting the tourism economy?

To ponder upon the issue and come
up with various solutions across the
industry, Mandip Singh Soin, Sumant
Batra and Seema Bhatt spoke on Over-
tourism and Sustainability at Exotica
Tourism Summit organised by The
Pioneer media group. It was moderated
by Saimi Sattar.

A mountaineer, explorer and envi-
ronmentalist, Mandip Singh Soin began
the session talking about the potential of
eco-tourism and the need to reflect upon
responsible tourism. “We will soon ask
the government to launch an itirenary for
responsible tourism. There will be vari-
ous checkpoints that the travellers will
need to look at before embarking on a
journey. It will also include checklist for
the travel operators of the industry,” said
he.

Another panelist, Sumant Batra, an
insolvency lawyer and founder of Te
Aroha, shared the instances which helped
him set up his property in Uttarakhand.

He said, “This place was not much dis-
covered earlier. We started with five
rooms and now have 22.” It has an unusu-
al but appealing way to attract the visi-
tors through storytelling. It has a muse-
um and houses a library of 12,000
books. This new experiential helped draw
tourists to a new Himalayan experience
and ease the pressure off usual favourites.

Sitting next to him, Seema Bhatt who
has worked extensively on issues related
to eco-tourism, biodiversity and cli-
mate change emphasised upon carrying
capacity, setting industry standards and
striking a balance between sustainabil-
ity and livelihood. “There is over-
tourism because there are too many
people visiting a certain location only.
It is very important for us to see the fig-
ures of a particular location, set stan-
dards and put a limit on the number of
people visiting,” said she.

She talked about the factors that
determine the carrying capacity of a
region. When its an ecologically fragile
area like Ladakh, it depends on its eco-
system. It requires detailed involved

research such as the revenue generation
of the area, population, number of
tourists visiting, water consumption,
waste disposal and many other factors. 

But in order to keep the number of
tourists intact, it is very important to
route them to a different location. So we
need to diversify tourism. “As we are
operating in a country, which has the
largest number of youth, we need to
move beyond the old definition of
tourism of just visiting places and focus
more upon the experiences,” added she. 

However, every solution comes
with its own challenges. Mandip said
that the people usually don’t take eco-
logical challenges into account during
the beginning. For instance, the num-
ber of jeeps in Ladakh increased from
four to 450 after people watched the film
3 idiots. “When we suggest people on the
carrying capacity they say ‘we have just
started, we need people.’ And they only
react to it when it gets worse. But you
need to consider this problem during the
beginning in order to disperse the
people in a better way,” said he.

While building a property in a local
area, it is very important to strike a bal-
ance between the local people, the area
and tourists. Sumant said that he was
very clear about not destroying the
apple orchards to build the rooms. “I
also decided that I would hire only the
local people. But most of them hadn’t
stepped out of their homes. So I called
an expert from Mumbai who trained
the locals for six months. They are very
quick learners. Now they are all well-
trained, some of them can also read
wine labels,” he added. 

The emphasis is to aid the local
eco-system and ensure that the
tourists do not impact the local peo-
ple adversely. There are literature, art
and film festivals to boost the local
culture and attract more visitors. 

For Seema, it is important to hire
the local people, not just as labours
but build their capacity too. “One
must train and empower them. The
local cuisine is a strong tool in their
hands, one must use that wisely,” she
added. 
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Stars, light, mountains, trees,
river....everything is yours in

Punjab. So said Punjabi poet Lala
Dhani Ram Chatrik. At the Exotica
Tourism Summit organised by The
Pioneer media group, Tourism
Minister of Punjab, Charanjit Singh
Channi, recited this poem and made
people aware about everything that
Punjab has on offer. “We have always
had a very rich culture. Nowadays,
even the Punjabi music and dance
industry is making waves. No film is
successful without its music and
dance. We have the heart of India.
Whether it’s the independence move-
ment or any other fight for the nation,
Punjab has always been in the
front,” said he.

There have been many
reasons everyone has been in
love with Punjab, which is
why the state government
is making efforts to pro-
mote tourism in the
state. The farmers are
not only involved in
agriculture but also
are now setting up
homestays by
building cottages
in their farms.
Coupling farming
with tourism is
the growing trend
in the state. 

He apprised us
of the fact that Virasat-
e-Khalsa in Anandpur Sahib

has the largest footfall in
Asia. The state has also

developed wetlands. It
has large number of

birds coming from
outside. Efforts are

being made to
upgrade the farm-

houses so that
people can stay

and see
Punjab’s cul-

ture. They
can inter-

act with
t h e

local musicians and potters. 
“We are trying to tap the tourists

from everywhere. There’s also a great
connectivity, which will in turn help
people from all across to visit us. The
rail connectivity is good. We are
developing the State highways for a
better road connectivity. Five air-
ports have been developed to garner
more visitors.”

Rahat Indori, lyricist and Urdu
poet once said, “Chalte Phirte Huye
Mehtaab Dikhayenge Tumhe, Humse
Milna Kabhi Punja Dikhayenge
tumhe...” The minister said that this
poem sums up Punjab very well. In the
state, one would feel home. “I invite all
of you with a big heart. Come and wit-
ness the beauty of the state,” he added.

He also expressed his gratitude for
The Pioneer for dedicating a day to

promote tourism.

Punjab is the heart of India: Charanjit

What if all the goodness
of the world comes
alive in a single place?

This is Punjab as presented by
Harkirat Ahluwalia, founder of
Citrus County Farm Stays. 

“You will find that the
beautiful smiles of the state
seem to weave a poetry. That’s
the magic of Punjab. It casts a
spell and the rich heritage
takes everyone by awe. The
spiritual ardor will bring inner
peace and every stone in every
wall has a tale to tell,” he told
us. 

Taking pride in being a
Punjabi, Ahluwalia focussed on
the Kartarpur corridor and
the benefits it has brought
along. “When people celebrat-
ed 550 years of Guru Nanak
Dev Ji, almost 60,000 people
have visited Sultanpur Lodhi.

The government handled the
pilgrims in such a way that
there was no mishap. 

Another advantage that
the State has is the connectiv-
ity and also the fact that it’s

geography is good. 
“It is the new stop in the

tourism line. We will promote
this state as one of the best
tourism destinations, especial-
ly its rural tourism, said he.
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